
CHAPTER VII

THE SYSTEM OF MODAL LOGIC

$ 46. The matrix method

Fon a full understanding of the system of modal logic expounded
in this chapter it is necessary to be acquainted with the matrix
method. This method can be applied to all logical systems in
which truth-functions occur, i.e. functions wh6se truth-values

argument are put on the left, those of the second on the top,
and thg truth-values of C can be found in the square, *h.ii
the lines which we may imagine drawn from the 

-truth-values

on the margins of the square intersect one another. The matrix
of "M is easily comprehensible.
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according to equalities stated in the matrix gives r as final resuJt,

the exprCssion is proved, but if not, it is disproved. For example,

CCpqCNpNq is disproved by Mr, since when ! : o and,q 
-: 

r,

*. nu't 
"t 

CCofiNoNr : CrCto: Cro: o. By contrast,CpCNpq,

one of our axioms of our C-N-p-system,' is proved by Ml,

because we have:

For p : I, 4 : t: CrCNrr : CrCot : Ctr : r,

,, ! : r, 4 : o: CrCNrc : CrCoo : Ctr : r'

, ,  !  :o,4 :  r :CoCNor :  CoCrt  :  Cor :  r '

,, ! : o, Q : o:CoCNoo : CoCrc : Coo : r '

In the same way we can verify the other two axiotns of the

C-Jrfjrsyste m, C C p qC C qrCpr and CC Npp p. As M r is so constructed

that the property of always yielding r is hereditary with rcspect

to the rules of substitution and detachment for asserted expres-

sions, all asserted formulae of the C-M-P-system can be proved by

the matrix Ml. And as similarly the property of not always

yielding r is hereditary with respect to the rules of inference for

rejected expressions, all rejected formulae of the C-"1y'l-system

cin be disproved by Mr, ifp is axiomatically rejected. A matrix

which u.rifi.t all formulae of a system, i.e. proves the asserted

and disproves the rejected ones, is called 'adequate' fo1 the-

system. Mr is an adequate matrix of the classical calculus of

propositions.- 
Mr is not the only adequate ,matrix of the C-N-p-system. We

get another adequate matrix' M3, by 'multiplying' Ml by itself'

The process of getting M3 can be described as follows:

Fiist, we form ordered pairs of the values .r and o, viz.: Q, r),

Q,o),  (o, i ,  (o,o) ; these are the elements of  the new matr ix.

Secondly, we determine the truth-values of C and "l/ by the

equalit ies:

0) C(o, b)(c, d) : (Cac, Cbd),
(z)  N(a,b) :  (Na,Nb).

Then we build up the matrix Me according to these equalities;

and finally we transform Mz into M3 by the abbreviations:

(r ,  |  :  r ,  ( r ,o)  :  z,  (o,  I )  :3,  and (o,  o)  :  o '

t See p. 8o.
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Symbol r in M3 again denotes truth, and o falsity. The new
symbols z and 3 may be interpre ted as further signs of truth and
falsity. This may be seen by identifying one of them, it does not
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matter which, with r, and the otherwith o. Look atM4, where
2 : r, and3 : o. The second row of M4 is identical with its first
row, and the fourth row with its third; similarly the second
column of M4 is identical with its first column, and the fourth
column with its third. Cancelling the superfluous middle rows
and columns we get Ml. In the same *ay *e get Mr from M5
where2:oand3-r .

Yf.ir 
u four-valued matrix. By multiplying Mg by Mr we get

an eight-valued matrix, byfurthermultiplication Uy M, asixteJn-
valued matrix, and, in general, a ez-valued matrix. All these
matrices are adequate to the C-N-p-system, and continue-to be
adequate, if we extend the system by the introduction of variable
functors.

$ 47. The C-N-6-p-s7stem

We have already met two theses with a variable functor 6: the

even to logicians.

q,t7 THE C-" 'V-6-1-SYSTEM

'l'lrc introduction of variable functors into propositional logic
ix rlrrc to the Polish logician Lesniewski. By a modification of his
rrrl<' o['substitution for variable functors I was able to get simple
irrrrl r'lcgant proofs.r First, this rule must be explained.

I rlt:notc by 6 a variable functor ofone propositional argument,
urrtl I accept that 3P is a significant expression provided P is a

rigrrificant expression. Let us see what is the meaning of the
lirrrlllcst significant expression with a variable functor, i.e. 6p.

A variable is a single letter considered with respect to a range
ol valucs that may be substituted for it. To substitute means in

pr;rt:ticc to write instead of the variable one of its values, the same
v;rlrrt: for each occurrence of the same variable. In the C-N-p-
$yst(:m the range of values of propositional variables, such as p

.r' r/, consists of all propositional expressions significant in the

flyst('m; besides these two constants may be introduced, r and o,

i.r'. rt constant true and a constant false proposition. What is the
r ir rrgr: of values of the functorial variable 6 ?

It is obvious that for 6 we may substitute any value which gives

toliclhcr with p a significant expression of our system. Such are
rrot only constant functors of one propositional argument, as, e.g'

.M, lrrrt also complex expressions working like functors of one

;rf grf mcnt, as Cq or CCNpp. By the substitution 6lCq we get from

li/ tf rt: cxpression Cq1t, and by \lCCNpp the expression CCNppp.
It is cvident, however, that this kind of substitution does not

crrvr:r all possible cases. We cannot get in this way either Cpq or
{|lt(:.Npq from 6p, because by no substitution for 3 can the p be

rtrrrovcd from its final position. Nevertheless there is no doubt

tlr:rt thc two last expressions are as good substitutions of 6y', as
(,'t1f <>r CCNppp, since 6p, as I understand it, represents all sig-

rrilit'rrnt expressions which containl, including p and 6p itself.

I wrts able to overcome this difficulty by the following device

w'lrir'lr I shall first explain by examples. In order to get CPq ftom
l/ lry :r srrbstitution for 6 I write 6/C'q, and I perform the substitu-
tiorr by dropping E and fi l l ing up the blank marked by.an
.r;rrrslr<)phc by the argument of E, i.e. by p.ln the same way I get

l irrrrr 6/ thc cxpression CpCNpq by the substitution \|C'CN'q.If

rrrrrlt' llurn one E occurs in an expression, as in C\pCSNpDq, and I

\\'.rnt to pcrform on this expression the substitution 6/C'r, I must

' Sce .l;rn Lukasiewicz, 'On Variable Functors of Propositional Arguments',

l 'tunlinp oJ thc lloyal Irish Acadcm2, Dublin (tg5t)' 54 A z.

r6r
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everywhere drop the E's and write in their stead C'r filling up the
blanks by the respective arguments of 6. I get thus from 6p-Cpr,
from 6"Mf-CNpr,from6q-Cqr, and from the whole expression-
CCprCCNprCqr. From the same expression CEpC\NpDq there
follows by the substitution E/C" the formula CCppCCNpNpCqq.
The substitution Ei' means that 6 should be omitted; by this
substitution we get for instance from C6pC6NpDq the principle of
Duns Scotus CpCNpq. The substitution 6/E' is the 'identical'
substitution and does not produce any change. Speaking gener-
ally, we get from an expression containing E's a new expression by
a substitution for E, writing for E a significant expression with at
least one blank, and filling up the blanks by the respective argu-
ments of the 6's. This is not a new rule of substitution, but merely
a description how the substitution for a variable functor should be
performed.

The C-Jfi-fu-system can be built up on the single asserted
axiom known already to us:

5r. CEpCDNp\q,
to which the axiomatically rejected expression/ should be added
to yield all rejected expressions. C. A. Meredith has shown (in an
unpublished paper) that all asserted formulae of the C-N-P-
system may be deduced from axiom 5r.t The rules of inference
are the usual rule of detachment, and the rules of substitution for
propositional and functorial variables. To give an example how
these rules work I shall deduce from axiom 5r the law of identity
Cpp. tompare this deduction with the proof of Cpp in the
C-N-p-system.z

5r.  E/ ' ,  q lpx5Z
5s. CpCNpp

5t. 6lCpCNp', qlNp x CSS-S+
5a. CCpCNpNpCpcNpNp

5r. 6/', qlNpx53
t C. A. Meredith has provJd in his paper 'On an Extended System of the Pro-

positional Calculus', Proceedings of the Royal Irish Academlt, Dublin (I95I), 54 A 3,
that the C-O-67-calculus, i.e. the calculus with C and O as primitive terms and
with functorial and propositional variables, may be completely built up from the
axiom CEEOEI. His method of proving completeness can be applied to the C-N-6-!-
system with CSpCENptq as axiom. In my paper on modal logic quoted P. I33, n. 2,
I deduce from axiom 5r the three asserted axioms of the C-"1\y'7-system, i.e.
CCpqCCqrCpr, Ccj,lppp, CpCNpq, and some important theses in which 6 occurs,
among others the principle of exteruionality. 2 See p.  Bt .
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,[t. OpCNpNp
c5. plcpcMpNp x c55-56

, t(;. ( t.NCpCNpNpNCpCNpNp
5 r. 6/C", p I CpCNpNp, q lp x C54-C56-57

!fl. o!!.

I slrould like to emphasize that the system based on axiom 5r is
rrrrrr'lr richer than the C-N-p-system. Among asserted conse-
I f r f (' f r ccs containing 6 there are such logical law s as C Cp qC C qpCBpD q,
l,:h(,:lqC6p6q, C\CpqCpDq, all very important, but unknown to
,r lt nost all logicians. The first law, for instance, is the principle of
rxtcrrsionality, being equivalent to CQgqC\pDq, the second may
lrr'trrkcn as the sole axiom of the so-called'implicational'system,
tlrc tlrird as an axiom of the so-called 'positive' logic. All these
lirws <::rn be verified by the matrix method according to a rule
givcn bclow.

Irr two-valued logic there exist four and only four different
firtrct<rrs of one argument, denoted here by V, S, N, and F (see
rrrrr l l ixM6).

M6

lirr thc verification of 8-expressions the following practical rule
r lr rc in substance to Lesniewski is sufficient : Write for-6 successively
tlrc lirnctors V, S, N, and d then drop,S, transform Vuinto Cpp,
;rrrrf /,)v into NCpp.If you get in all cases a true C-Jf-formula, the
rxprtssion should be asserted, otherwise it should be rejected.
l' lx;rrnJrlc:. C6CpqC6p6q must be asserted, because we have:

()sCpqCSpSq: CCpcCpc, CNCpqCNpNq,
{ : L',cpqc vpvq : ccppccppcpp, cFCpqcFpFq : cNCppcNCppNCpp.

(;{;ln1(l6p6q must be rejected, for CCpqCNpNq is not a true C-Jf-
ii,r'rrrrrla. We see thus that all expressions of the C-"AA-6-1-system
,rrc r':rsily proved or disproved by the matrix method.

\ ,1tt. E-l)efinitions
'l ' lrc lirrrctor 6 may be successfully employed to express defini-

ti,rrs.'f 'lrr.:ruthors of the Principia Mathematlca express definitions

p
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o
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by a special symbol consisting of the sign of equality': ' that
connects the dcfniens with the defniendum, and of the letters 'Df'
put after the definition. According to this method the definition
of alternation would run thus :

CNPq : gPq Dl

where CNpq ('If not 1, then 4') is the defniens, and Hpq ( 'either p
or 4') the defniendun.l The symbol '.:. Df is associated with a
special rule of inference allowing the replacement of the defniens
by the defniendum and vice versa. This is the merit of this kind of
definition: the result is given immediately. But it has the defect of
increasing the number of primitive symbols as well as of rules
of inference which should be as small ag possible.

Lesniewski would write the same definition as an equivalence
thereby introducing into his system no new primitive term to
express definitions, because for this very purpose he chose
equivalence as the primitive term of his logic of propositions
enlarged by functorial variables and quantifiers, and called by
him 'protothetic'. This is the merit of his standpoint. On the
other hand he cannot immediately replace the defniens by the
defniendum or conversely, because equivalence has its own rules
which do permit such replacements.

In our C-Jf-57*ystem equivalence is not a primitive term;
hence it must be defined, but cannot be defined by an equivalence
without a vicious circle. We shall see, however, that it is possible
to express definitions by C and 6 in a way which preserves the
merits of both standpoints without having their defects.

The purpose of a definition is to introduce a new term which as
a rule is an abbreviation of some complex expression consisting
of terms already known to us. Both parts of the definition, the
defniens as well as the defniendun must fulfil certain conditions in
order to yield a well-formed definition. The following four con-
ditions are necessary and sufficient for definitions of new func-
tions introduced into 6ur system: (a) The definiens as well as the
defniendum should be propositional expressions. (D) The defniens
should consist of primitive terms or of terms already defined by
them. (c) The defniendum should contain the new term introduced
by the definition. (d) Any free variable occurring in the defniens

t I usually denote alternation by l, but this letter has already got another
meaning in my syllogistic.

rr  , t l l E-DEFINITIONS

sf rrrrrltl ttccur in the defniendum, and vice versa' It is easily seen

f lr:rt, r:.g. CNpq as defniens and, Hpq as defniendum comply with the

lorr r :rlxlve conditions.
l,<'t rrs now denote by P and R two expressions that fulfil the

r rrrrrl i t ions (o)-(d),so that one of them, it does not mattcr which'

rrr;ry lrt: t.t.r, at the defniens, and the other-as the defniendum'lt is

*,,1,1,,,r.,,1 that neither-of them contains 6' I say that the asserted

,'*j,i'.,rriot CSPSR represents a definition' For instance:

,tll. C6CNI)q6HPq

r'('l)r'(:s(:nts thc definition of alternation' According to 58 any

,'*'1,,.'rri.r. containing CNpq may be- immediately transformed

irrt',r rrnother .*p..rril. in which CNpq is re-placed by Hpq' As

cxirrrrplc r". *uy take the principle of Duns Scotus:

,,q. C)pCNpq,

lirrrrr wlrich we can get the law CpHpq, i 'e' in words: 'Ifp, then

citlrt 'r 'p or q', by the following deduction:

58.6lCP' xC59-6o
{h. CpHpq.

tl'wt: want to apply our definition to the principle of Clavius:

$r. oCllPPP,

wc rrtttst f irst put p fot q in 58 getting thus:

58. qlPx6z
ti'l. (:,\CNPP6HPP

62. 6lC'PxC6r-63
(;'t. (;llppp.

(  l ' i r l r r r r r l : t  ( i? states:  ' I f  e i ther I
'pr  i r r r i t ivr '  y l roposi t ions'  or  axior

I 'ttttr t l t irt A'lallumatica. They rigb

nI l , r r r t ' logy' ,  l rs i t  states that  to
' lt rt l t ' ,  ts to s:ty simply '1'. The principle ot lJuns Dcotus' Ior

lrhl,rrr r ' , ts l l()r l tautology in any reasonable sense')
' l  1,, , ,,ttv. 'r s, ' inrplicati ln of 58 C6HpqDCN?q, whigh enables us

f f f r ' l l l ,r i r l l1u1 lty t:Npqit given together.with the first ' We can

1 ,', ,"1', ,,,, l , ' , ' . l , '  ,,*i,tg trnly thi rules of substitution and detachment

t l r r  l r , l l ' \ \ ' r t r l ' ,  11( ' l l ( ' t ' i t l  theorem :

r65
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(C) If P and R are any significant expressions not containing
E, and CEPDfi is asserted, then C6.RDP must be aserted too.

The proof:
(D) CEP6R

(D) 6/CE'6Px (E)
(E) CC6P6PC6ft6P

(D) 6/CC6P6'CERDPx (F)
(F) CCC5P6PC6ft6PCCEP6RC6^R6P

(F)x c(E)-c(D)-(G)
(G) C6ft6P.

If therefore P and R do not contain E, and one of them may be
interpreted as defniens and the other as defniendum, then it is clear
that any asserted expression of the form CEP6.R represents a
definition, as P may everywhere be replaced by R, and R by P,
and this is just the characteristic property of a definition.

$ ag. The four-ualued system of modal logic

Every system of modal logic ought to include as a proper part
basic modal logic, i.e. ought to have among its theses both the
M-axioms CpMp, *CMpp, and *Mp, and the L-axioms CLpp,
*CpLp, and *NLp.It is easily seen that both M and L are dif-
ferent from any of the four functors V, S, N, and F of the two-
valued calculus. M cannot be V, for Mp is rejected-whereas
Vp : Cpp is asserted, it cannot be ,S, for CMpp is rejected-
whereas CSpp : Cp! is asserted, it cannot be either "M or fl for
CpMp is asserted-whereas CpNp and CpFp : CpNCpp are re-
jected. The same is true for Z. The functors M and I have no
interpretation in two-valued logic. Hence any system of modal
logic must be many-valued.

There is yet another idea that leads to the same consequence.
If we accept with Aristotle that some future events, e.g. a sea-
fight, are contingent, then a proposition about such events
enounced today can b'e neither true nor false, and therefore must
have a third truth-value different from r and o. On the basis of
this idea and by help of the matrix method with which I became
acquainted through Peirce and Schrcider I constructed in rgzo
a three-valued system of modal logic developed later in a paper
of l93o.I I see today that this system does not satisfy all our

! 
Jan Lukasiewicz, 'O logice tr6jwarto6ciowej', Rueh Filozofuzn2, vol. v, Lw6w
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irrtrritions concerning modalities and should be replaced by the

$yst(:rn described below.
I rrrn of the opinion that in any modal logic the classical calculus

ol''ropositions should be preserved. Thil calculus has hitherto

rrlinifcisted solidity and usefulness, and should not be set aside

w i r fiou t weighty reasons. Fortunately enough the classical calculus

,,1'propositions has not only a two-valued matrix, but also many-

u,,i,,"d adequate matrices. I tried to apply to modal logic the

sirrrptcst many-valued matrix adequate to the C-Jf-E-1-system,

i.r'. thc four-valued matrix, and succeeded in obtaining the

rk'sircd result.
As we have seen in $ 46, the matrix Mz whose elements are

prrirs of values r and o follows for "lV from the equality :

(z)  N(a,b) :  (Na,Nb).

'l'lrt: cxpression '(-1y'4, "MD)' is a particular case of the general form

(,a, {6) where e and ( have as values the functors V, S, N, and F

,',1'thc iwo-valued calculus. As each of the four values of e can be

t,rrnbined with each of the four values of (, we get 16 combina-

tions. which define 16 functors of one argument of the four-

vllrrccl calculus. I found among them two functors, either of

wf riclr may represent M. Here I shall define one of them, the

otht'r I shall discuss later.

( , " )  M(a,b):  (Sa,Vb) :  (a,Cbb).

( )rr tlrc basis of (c) I got the m4trix M7 for M which I transformed

irrto the matrix MB by the same abbreviations as in $ 46, viz':

( , ,  r )  ' -  r ,  ( I  ,o)  :  z,  (o,r)  :3,  and (o,o) :6.

MB

( r ,  , )
(t, o)
(o, ,)
(o, o)

( t ,  , )

( t ,  t )

(o, t)

(o, t)

M7

If :rvirrg tlrus got the matrix of M I chose C, N, and M as

( r r yro) . .l;rn Lukasiewicz, 'Philosophische Bemerkungen zu mehrwertigen Systemen

,1,., ,\,rrs;rrl,.rrkalknls', Comples Rendus dzs Slanccs dc Ia Soci[E dcs Scicnecs ct dcs ltttrcs

,h I  unuic,  vol .  xxi i i ,  c l .  3 ( I93o).
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primitive terms, and based my system of modal logic on the
following four axioms:

5r. C6pC6NpDq 4.CpMp "5. CMpp *7. Mp.

The rules ofinference are the rules of substitution and detach-
ment for asserted and rejected expressions.

Zy' is introduced by a E-definition:

64. C\NMNpBLp.

That means : 'NMNp' may be everywhere replaced by 'Lp', and
conversely'Lp' by'NMNp'.

The same system of modal logic can be established using C,
"lf, and Z as primitive terms with the axioms:

5r. C6pC6Np6q g.CLpp *6. CpLp *8. NLp,

and the 8-definition of M:

65. C6NLN/6M\.

M9 represents the full adequate matrix of the system :

230
r33
2r2
I I I

2

2
o

o

I hopd that after the explanations given above every reader will
be able to verify by this matrix any formula belonging to the
system, i.e. to prove asserted formulae, and to disprove rejected
ones.

It can be proved that the system is complete in the sense that
every significant expression belonging to it is decidable, being
either asserted or rejected. It is also consistent, i.e. non-contra-
dictory, in the sense fhat no significant expression is both
asserted and rejected. The set of axioms is independent.

I should like to emphasize that the axioms of the system are
perfectly evident. The axiom with 6 must be acknowledged by all
logicians who accept the classical calculus of propositions; the
axioms with M must also be accepted as true; the rules of in-
ference are evident too. All correctly derived consequences ofthe

I

I

3
3

o

3
I

I

230
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syst(:m must L/admitted by anyone who accepts the axioms and
llrr: rulcs of inference. No serious objection can be maintained
rrr-{rrinst this system. We shall see that this system refutes all false
infi'rcnccs drawn in connexion with modal logic, explains the
rli(Iicultics of the Aristotelian modal syllogistic, and reveals some
rrnr:xpccted logical facts which are of the greatest importance for
philosophy.

8 'ro. ,Macessitl and the four-ualued system of modal logic
'I'wo major difficulties were stated at the end of Chapter VI :

thc first was connected with Aristotle's acceptance of asserted
:rpodeictic propositions, the second with his acceptance ofasserted
t:ontingent propositions. Let us solve the first difficulty.

ll'all analytic propositions are regarded as necessarily true,
thcn the most typical analytic proposition, the principle of
i<\<:ntity Jxx, must also be regarded as necessarily true. This leads,
rrs we have seen, to the false consequence that any two individuals
:rrc necessarily identical, if they are identical at all.

'I'his consequence cannot be derived from our system of modal
loeic, because it can be proved that in this system no apodeictic
proposition is true: As this proof is based on the law of exten-
sionality CCpqCLpLq, we must first shor,v that this law results from
our system.

A consequence ofaxiom 5r runs thus:

66. C6CpqC6pAq.

lirom 66 there follows by the substitution 3lM'the formula:
67..CMCpqCMpMq,

;rrrcl from 67 we get by CCpqMCpq, a substitution of axiom 4, and
lry tlre hypothetical syllogism the stronger M-law of exten-
sion:r l i ty:

te. CCpqCMpMq.
'f 'lrt: stronger L-law of extensionality CCpqCLpZq is deducible
lirrm 19 by transposition. The problem left undecided in $ 42,
whit:h interpretation of the Aristotelian laws of extensionality,
rlr(: stronger or the weaker one, should be admitted, is thus solved
irr lavour of the stronger interpretation. The proof that no
:rporlcictic proposition is true will now be given with full pre-
( : ls lon.
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The premisses:
*6. CpLp
rB. CCpqCLpLq
39. CCpCqrCqCpr
68. CCCpqrCqr.

The deduction:
68. rlCLpLqxCr8-69

69. CqCLpLq
n. plq, qllp, rlLqxC6g-7o

7o. CLpCqLq
7o. !1", qlpxC*7r*6

*7t .  Lu.

The Greek variable ct requires an explanation. The consequent of

7o, CqLq, which means the same as the rejected expression CpLp,
permits according to our rules the rejection of the antecedent Lp,
and any substitution ofZp. This, however, cannot be expressed by
*2r0, because from a rejected expression nothing can be got by
substitution; so, for instance, Mp is rejected, but MCpp-a
substitution of Mp-is asserted. In order to express that the
antecedent of 7o is rejected for any argument of L, I employ Greek
letters calling them 'interpretation-variables' in opposition to
the 'substitution-variables' denoted by Latin letters. As the pro-
position d rr.ay be given any interpretation, *Zcr represents a
generdl law and means that any expression beginning with Z,
i.e, any apodeictic proposition, should be rejected.

This result, *Zcr, is confirmed by the matrix for Z which is
constructed from the matrices for "l/ and M according to the
definition of I. Anyone can recognize from a glance at M9 that
Z has only z and o as its truth-values, but never 1.

The problem of false consequences resulting from the applica-
tion of modal logic to the theory of identity is now easily solved.
As LJxx cannot be asserted, being an apodeictic proposition, it is
not possible to dcrive by detachment from the premiss:

Q) CJxyCLJxxLJry or CLJxxCJx2LJx2

the consequence: (a) CJxltLJx2. It can be matrically proved
indeed that (l) must be asserted, giving always -r, but (u) should be
rejected. Since the principle of identity Jxx is true, i.e; Jxx : t,
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w(: !{ot LJxx : z, and CJx2CLJxxLJxT : CJryCzLJry. Jx)
rrury lrave one of the four values, r, 2) 3, or o:

ll' ./x2 : r, then CJxTCzLJx2 : CfizLr : CrCzz : Crr : r,
,, .ifx2 : z, ,, CJx2CzLJxy : CzCzLz : CzCez : Czr : r,
,, .7*) :3, ,, CJx2CzLJxy : C3CzLS : C3Czo : C33 : r,
,, .7*! : o, ,, CJx2CzLJx2 : CoCzI'o : CoCzo : CoJ : r-

llr:ncc (t) is proved since the final result of its matrical reduction
is :rlw:rys r. On the contrary, (a) is disproved, because we have
lin' .'/xyt : r: CJxlLJxl : CtLt : Crz : z.

A pleasing and instructive example of the above difficulty has
lrccn given by W. V. Quine who asks what is wrong with the
li rl lowing inference : I

(a) The Morning Star is necessarily identical with the
Morning Star;

(D) But the Evening Star is not necessarily identical with the
Morning Star (being merely identical with it in fact);

(c) But one and the same object cannot have contradictory
properties (cannot both be A and not be,4);

(d) Therefore the Morning Star and the Evening Star are
different objects.

(iivcn nry system the solution of this difficulty is very simple.
'l'lrc inlcrence is wrong, because the premisses (a) and (D) are not
I r rrc itncl cannot be asserted, so that the conclusion (/) cannot be
irrli'r'rr:cl from (a) and (D) in spite of the fact that the implication
t;Qt){:(h)(d) is correct (the third premiss may be omitted being
tlrrr'). 'l'hc aforesaid implication can be proved in the follow-
irrg w:ty:

l,r'l r <l<:note the Morning Star, andT the Evening Star; then
(,t) it l..'/xx, (r) ir NLl2x which is equivalent to NLJxy, as
irl lrrt ity is :t symmetri ial relation, and (d) is NJx2. We get thus
f lrr li,r'rrrrrf:r OLJxxCNLJx2NJx2 which is a correct transforma-
I torr  o l  r l r t '  tnrc thesis ( l ) .

' l ' lrr rxrrrnplt: given by Q;rine can now be verif ied by our four-
v ' r f r r l r l  t r r ; r l t ' ix  thus:  i f  'x '  ar 'd '7 '  have the same meaning as
f  r t=frrrr ' ,  thcn . fxx :  Jr l :  r ;  hence LJxx :  LJr l :  Lr  :2,

| | f,'rrrr,l tlrrr t'xlrn;>lc in the mimeographed, Logic.lfotes, $ 16o, edited by the
lh l"u lri rrt 'l l)lrilrsoplry of the Canterbury University College (Christchurch,
N /, ), rrr,l rrrt to rnc lry Professor A. N. Prior,
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NLJxy : Nz : 3, and NJry : Nr : o, so that we have
according to CLJnxCNLJx2NJxT: CzC3o : Czz : r. The impli-
cation is true, but as not both its antecedents are true, the con-
clusion may be false.

We shall see in the next chapter that a similar difficulty was at
the bottom of a controversy between Aristotle and his friends,
Theophrastus and Eudemus. The philosophical implications of
the important discovery that No apodeictic proposition is true willbe
set forth in $ 62.

$ 5t. Twin possibilities

I mentioned i" $ +g that there are two functors either of which
may represent possibility. One of them I denoted by M and
defined by the equality:

(a) M(a,b):  (Sa,Vb):  (a,Cbb),

the other I define by the equality:
(il W(a, b) : (Va,,Sr) : (Caa, b),

denoting itby W which looks like an inverted M. According to
this definition the matrix of W is Mro, and can be abbreviated
to Mr l. Though I,1z is different from M it verifies axioms of the
same structure as M, because CpWp is proved by Mll, like
CpMp by MB, and *CWpp and *Wp are disproved by Mrr, as
*CMpp and * Mp are by MB. I could have denoted the matrix of
Wby M.

It can further be shown that the difference between M and W
is not a real one, but merely results from a different notation. It
will be remembered that I got M3 from Mz by denoting the pair
of values (r, o) by:, and (o, r) by 3. As this notation was quite
arbitrary, I could with equal justice denote Q, o) by 3, and
(o, r) by 2, or choose any other figures or signs. Let us then
exchange the values z and 3 in Mg, writing everywhere 3 for z,

MrrMro
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rurrl l fior.3. We get from M9 the matrix Mtz, and by rearrange-

nr('nt ol- the middle rows and columns of Mtz, 'the matrix MI3.

r23o

r23o
rr33
I2I2

I I I I

r32o r23o

o

3
o

I

3
J-

o
o

I

9

J

o

o

2

J

I

I

3
t

o

I

I

3
3

2
z

o
o

I

I

2

2

I l'wc compare M9 with M r 3, we see that the matrices for C and

.M rt:main unchanged, but the matrices corresponding to M and

/, lrt:come different, so that I cannot denote them by M and L.
't'lrc matrix in Mr3 corresponding to. M in Mg is just the matrix

ol'tl/. Nevertheless Mr3 is the same matrix as M9, merely written

irr ;rnother notation. I4l represents the same functor as M, and

r r rrrst have the same properties as M. lf M denotes possibility, then

lll rlocs so too, and there can be no difference between these two

;rossibil i t ies.
I n spite of their identity M and W behave differently when they

lxrttr occur in the same formula. They are like identical twins
wlro cannot be distinguished when met separately, but are
irrslantly recognized as two when seen together. To perceive this
fct rrs consider the expressions MWp, WMp, MMp, and WWp,
It' M is identical wlth W, then those four expressions should be

irk'rrtical with each other too. But they are not identical. It can
lrr'proved by means of our matrices that the following formulae

;trc l tsscrted:

72. MWp and 7Z.WMp,

li llrlt has as its truth-values only r or 2, and A[r as well as

lll t r ; similarly Mp has as its truth-values only r or 3, and
lxth ll/r : r and W3 : r. On the other hand it can be proved
t l r : r t  t l r t :  lbrmulae:

r32o
I122

I3I3
I I I I

I

2

J

o

r23o
II33
I2I2

I I I I

3
o
3
o

o

J

o

I

I

2
I

2

Mrz Mr3
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74. CMMpMp and 75. CWWpWp

are asserted, and as both Mp and Wp are rejected, MMp and
WWp must be rejected too, so that we have:

*76. MMp and *77. WW!.

We cannot therefore, in 72 or 73, replace M by W or W by M,
because we should get a rejected formula from an asserted one.

The curious logical fact of twin possibilities (and of twin
necessities connected with them), which hitherto has not been
observed by anybody, is another important discovery I owe to my
four-valued modal system. It is too subtle and requires too great
a development of formal logic to have been known to ancient
logicians. The existence of these twins will both account for
Aristotle's mistakes and difficulties in the theory of problematic
syllogisms, and justify his intuitive notions about contingency.

$ 52. Contingeru2 and the four-ualued system of modal logic

We know already that the second major difficulty of Aristotle's
modal logic is connected with his supposing that some contingent
propositions were true. On the ground of the thesis:

52. CK6p6NpDq,

which is a transformation of our axiom 5r, we get the following
consequences:

52. 6lM, plu, qlpxTB
CKMuMNaMp

78'c*79-*7
KMaMNa.

This means that 79 is rejected for any proposition cy, as d is here
an interpretation-variable. Consequently there exists no a that
would verify both of the propositions: 'It is possible that a' and
'It is possible that not a', i.e. there exists no true contingent pro-
position Tu, if Zp is deffned, with Aristotle, by the conjunction
of Mp and MNp, i.e. by:

Bo. CsKMpMNpDTp.

This result is confirmed by the matrix method. Accepting the
usual definition of Kpq:

u. CbNCpNqDKpq

$sr

78.

*79.
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wc gct for ff the matrix Mt4, and we have:

Forp: tz KMpMNp: KMrMNT : KtMo: Kr3:3

,, f : 2: ss : KMzMNz : KrM3: Kt3 : 3
r ! :  3i  , ,  :  KM3MN3: K3Mz: K3r :  3
,, | : o: ,, : KMoMNo: K3Mr : K3t : 3-

Wc see that the conjunction KMpMNp has the constant value 3,
rrrrd is therefore never true. Hence TP : 3, i.e. there exists no

t ruo contingent proposition in the sense given by definition Bo.
Aristotle, however, thinks that the propositions 'It is possible

th:rt there will be a sea-fight tomorrow' and 'It is possible that
tlrcre will not be a sea-fight tomorrow'may both be true today.
'['hus, according to his idea of contingency, there may be true
contingent propositions.

'fhcrc are two ways of avoiding this contradiction between
Aristotle's view and our system of modal logic: we must either
rlcny that any propositions are both contingent and true, or
rnodify the Aristotelian definition of contingency. I choose the
sr'<rond way, making use of the twin types of possibility discovered
:rbove.

'l'ossing a coin we may throw either a head or a tail; in other
words, it is possible to throw a head, and it is possible not to throw
:r hcad. We are inclined to regard both propositions as true. But
tlrt:y cannot be both true, if the first 'possible'is denoted by the
sarnc functor as the second. The first possibility is just the same
rrs tlrc sccond, but it does not follow that it should be denoted
irr tlrc same way. The possibility of throwing a head is different
li'orn thc possibility of not throwing a head. We may denote the
rrrrt' lry M, and the other by W. The proposition with the affirma-
tivt' :rrgtrmcnt 'It is possible that p' may be translated by Mp, the
proposition with the negative argument'It is possible that not/ '
lry ll'.N1t; or thc first by Wp, and the second by MNp. We get thus
tlv, r l irrrr tols ol 'contingency, say X and I defined as follows :

||'t. t:tA'/lfltwMpSxp and w. c\KwpMNfirp.
l l  i :r irrrpossilrk: to translate these definit ions into words, as we

Ir,r\ 'r '  rr,r n;rnr('s l irr thc two kinds of possibil i ty and contingency.
f ,r ' t rrs r,rlf t lrcrn 'M-possible' and 'W-possible', 'X-contingent'
. r r r r l  ' l - r 'orr t i r rgt ' r r t ' .  We may then roughly say that 'p is X-con-
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lingent' means 'p is M-possible and Np is W-possible', and .r' is
-2'-contingent' means ,p is W-possible ind Npis M_porriUte .'

From definitions Bz and 83 we can derive the matrices ofx
and T. We get:
ForP:1i

Xt : 61e1r147*, : KtWo: Krz : z; Tr : KW:ITINT : KrIVo : Kry: 3.Forp:21
Xz: KMzWNz: KtW3: Krr  :  t ;  Tz:  KWzMNz: KzM3: Kq: o.ForP :  j :

^XS: 
KM3WN3: K3Wz: K3z: o;  T3: KW3MN3: KtMz: Krt  :  t .Forp:6;

Xo : 6114o147yo: KJW| : K3r : 3; fo: KWoMNo: KzMt : Kzt : z.

Mr5

84. XKWpWNp and 85. f KMpMNp.

(y) X! : rMp : Nrp' and @) rp : XNp : NXp.
The laws ofcontradiction and of the excluded middre are true for
Xp and Tp, i.e. we have:

86. NKXprp and 87. Hxprp.
This means: no proposition can be both X-contingent and f_con_
trngent, and any proposition is either X_contingent or f-con_

Irz ( jONTINGENCY AND THE FOUR_VALUED SYSTEM r77,
tingt:nt. The negation of an X_contingent proposition is a
?-lt:rntingent proposition, and .orrrr.rrJy th, 

"lgutio" "f 
u

7'-..ntingent proposition is an X-contingent propoiition. This
s'rrnds like a paradox, because we are accustomed to think tJrat,
wlr^t is not-contingent is either impossibre or necessary, r.tuii.rg
tlrr: impossible and the necessary to the same kind of iossibility.lirt it is not true to say that, what is notx-contingent is'eithe;/4-
irnpossible or M-necessary; it should rather be said that, what is
rrot X-contingent is 

.either M-impossible or W_necessary, arrd
th.t being either M-impossible oi t4z_.r...rrary is equivui.rrt to
lrr. ing /-contingent.

'I'he same misunderstanding lies at the bottom of the contro-
vt:rsy about the thesis:

88. CKMpMqMKfq

which is asserted in our system. c. I. Lewis in some of his modar
systcms accepts the formula:

TIq. CMKPqKMPMq,

lrrrt rejects its converse, i.e. BB, by the following argument:r ,If it
is pcrssible thatp and 4 are both'true, thenp i-s po-ssible and 4 isp.ssible. This implication is not reversibte. po, .*u*pl., ii i,
;xrssible that the reader will see this at once. It is also possibre
that he will not see it at once. But it is not possible thaihe will
lxrth scc it at once and not see it at once.'Th" pa.r,r^iu.rr.r, of
llris argument is illusory. What is meant by ,the reader,? Iia;
i'<lividual reader, say l?, is meant, then R either will see this aion(:(', or R will not see this at once. fn the first case the first pre_
rtiss 'It is possible that R will see this at once' is true; but the
$r'r:orr<l prcmiss is false, and how can a false proporiCo" l.
P.ssilrly trrrc? In the second case the second p..*irri, ,*., U"i
.tl.r. lirst is falsc, and afalse proposition.urrrrot be possibly i.ue.'l'lrr' rw, P*:misses of the formuia BB are not both irouuui., unJ
t l rc l i  r r  rrrrr l r r  t : : rnnot be refuted in this wav.

.ll ,rtr4.rirr lry 'thc reader'some reader is meant, then the pre-
rtti*r's' I r is 1 xrssiblc that some reader will see this at once, urrd,It
tr ;r,*ilrl. rlr:rr s.rnt: rcader wiil not see this at once' may be both
It rrr', lrrrr irr rlris clrsc the concrusion 'It is possibre tirat some

| ( i l. f ,r.*,rr lrrrl ( j. I I Langford, Symbolic Logic, New york and London (r93r),

"' '1"1;,
N
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reader will see this at once and some reader will not see this at
once' is obviously also true. It is, of course, not the same reader
who will see this and not see this at once. The example given by
Lewis does not refute formula BB; on the contrary it supports its
correctness.

It seems, however, that this example has not been properly
chosen. By the addition of the words 'at once' the premisses have
lost the character of contingency. Saying that the reader will see
this, or not, 'at once', we refer to something which is decided at
the moment of seeing. The true contingent refcrs to undecided
events. Let us take the example with the coin which is of the same
sort as Aristotle's example with the sea-fight. Both examples con-
cern events that are undecided at present, but will be decided in
the future. Hence the premisses 'It is possible to throw a head'
and 'It is possible not to throw a head' may at present be both
true, whereas the conclusion 'It is possible to throw a head and
not to throw a head' is never true. We know, however, that con-
tingency cannot be defined by the conjunction of Mp and MNp,
but either by Mp and WNp or by Wp and MNp, so that the
example quoted above does not fall under the thesis BB. It cannot
therefore disprove it. This was not known to Lewis and the other
logicians, and on the basis of a wrong conception of contingency
they have rejected the discussed thesis.

| 59. Sonefurther poblcms

Although the axioms and the rules of inference of our four-
valued system of modal logic are perfectly evident, some con-
sequences of the system may look paradoxical. We have already
met the paradoxical thesis tJrat the negation of a contingent
proposition is also contingent; as another thesis of this kind I may
quote the law of 'double contingency' according to which the
following formulae are true:

9o. QpXXp and ,o gr. QpTTp.
The problem is to find some interpretation of these formulae
which will be intuitively satisfactory and will explain away their
apparent oddness. When the classical calculus of propositions
was only recently known there was heated opposition to some of
its principles too, chiefly to CpCqp and CpCNpq, which embody
two logical laws known to medieval logicians and formulated by

$:, : I  SOME FURTHER PROBLEMS t79

tlrcm in the words: Verum sequitur ad quodlibet and Ad falsum
scquitur quodlibet. So far as I see, these principles are now uni-
vcrsally acknowledged.

At any rate our modal system is not in a worse position in this
rospect than other systems of modal logic. Some of them contain
such non-intuitive formulae, as:

+sz. QMNMpNMp
where a problematic proposition 'It is possible thatl is impossible'
is cquivalent to an apodeictic proposition 'It is impossible that p'.
Instead of this odd formula which has to be rejected we have in
our system the thesis:

y. QMNM1MNq which together with
s+. QMMpMp

r:nables us to reduce all combinations of modal functors consisting
of M and "lif to four irreducible combinations known to Aristotle,
viz. M : possible, NM : impossible, MN : non-necessary,
lncl NMN: necessary.

'l'he second problem concerns the extension of the four-valued
modal logic into higher systems. The eight-valued system may
s(:rve as an example. We get the matrix Mr6 of this system by
multiplying the matrix Mg by the matrix Mr. As elements of the
rrcw matrix we form the pairs of values: Q, r) : r, (r,o) : z,
(r ,  r )  :  3,Q,o):4i(3, I )  :5,  $,o):6,(o,r) :7,(o,o):  o,
irrrd thcn we determine the truth-values of C, N, and M accord-
irrg to the equalities (i, k), and'(cr).

r2S456Zo

rzJ456Zo
rr335577
r2r2S6S6
rrrr5555
r234r234
rr33rr33
I2I2I2I2

I I I I I I I I

Mr6

lrigrn'r r rlcnotcs, as usually, truth;o falsity; and the other figures
iu'e irrtclrrrcrliirtt: values between truth and falsitv. If we

M

I

I

3
3
5
5
7

C

I

2

3
4

6
7
o

5
4
3
q

I
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attentively consider the matrix Mr6 we shall find that the second
row of C isidenticalwith the column of M. This row consequently
represents the matrix of possibility. In the same way all the other
rows of C, except the first and the last, represent some kinds of
possibility. If we denote them by Mrto Mr, we can state that
Mrfor z ( i ( 7 satisfies all the axioms of possibility, viz.

gS.CpMt?, *96. CMnpp, *g7. M#.
Among these different kinds of possibility there are some

'stronger' and 'weaker'; because we have, for instance, CMzpM4p
or CMrpMup,but not conversely. We may say therefore that in
eight-valued modal logic there exist possibilities of different
degrees. f have always thought that only two modal systems are
of possible philosophic and scientific importance: the simplest
modal system, in which possibility is regarded as havin[ no
degrees at all, that is our four-valued modal system, and the N,-
valued system in which there exist infinitely many degrees of
possibility. It would be interesring to investigate this problem
further, as we may find here a link between modal logic and the
theory of probability.

CHAPTER VII I

ARISTOTLE'S MODAL SYLLOGISTIC

Anrsrorrn's modal syllogistic has, in my opinion, less importance
irr r:omparison with his assertoric syllogistic or his contributions
to propositional modal logic. This system looks like a logical
cxcrcisc which in spite of its seeming subtlety is full of careless
rrrist:rkes and does not have any useful application to scientific
prrrlllcms. Nevertheless two controversial questions of this syllo-
gistic are worth studying, chiefly for historical reasons: the
rlrrcstion of syllogisms with one assertoric and one apodeictic
prt:rniss, and the question ofsyllogisms with contingent premisses.

\ ,,4. Moods with two apodeictic premisses

Aristotle deals with modal syllogisms after the pattern of his
;rssr:rtoric syllogistic. The syllogisms are divided into figures and
rrurods, some moods are accepted as perfect and these need no
proof as being selfevident, the imperfect moods are prtlved by
corrvcrsion, reductio ad absurdum, or by 'ecthesis', as it is called.
'l'lrr: invalid moods are rejected by interpretation through con-
( l'('tc terms. It is strange that with one exception Aristotle makes
n() usc of his theorems of propositional modal logic. We shall see
tlr;rt this would yield in several cases better and simpler proofs
llrrrrr those given by him.

'l'lrr: laws of conversion for 'apodeictic propositions are ana-
Lrgorrs to those for assertoric ones. The following theses are
;rt 'r:orclingly true: 'If i t is necessary that no D should be an a, it is
rf ('( ('ss:rry that no a should be a b', in symbols :

\tl. OLIibaLEab,

rrrrr l ' l l ' i t  is  nccessary that  every D or some D should be an a,  i t  is
f rr '{ ( '$s,u'y tlr lt some a should be a b', in symbols:

ry1. (; l,t lhul,lab and rco. CLIbaLIab.l

' l ' lrr '  
lrror' ls givcn by Aristotle are not satisfactory.2 He did not see

| , ln ln I t, ,r ' iu2() ei piv ydp dvdyxrl t i  A rQ B pqievi JndpTev, dvdyxq xai i
l) t,y t l ytlh,ri i 'n,i1yeo. -32 ci Di i( ivdyxls rd A ncvrii nvi tQ B Jtdplgc, xoi
l l  l l  t , r  J t  'pt  ,4 , i t , i1,x '1 inr ipyew.

'  
(  l l  r \  lL,r  hrr ,  l rx .  c i t . ,  p.  go.
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that the laws 98-roo may be immediately deduced from the
analogous laws of the assertoric syllogistic by means of the
theorem:

tB. CCpqCLpLq.

For instance, from r B, by putting Eba for p and Eab for q, we get
the assertoric law of conversion in the antecedent, hence we can
detach the consequent, i.e. law gB.

Syllogisms with two apodeictic premisses are, according to
Aristotle, identical with assertoric syllogisms, except that the sign
of necessity must be added to the premisses as well as to the con-
clusion.I Theformula for the moodBarbarawill accordingly run:

ror. CKLAbaLAcbLAca.

Aristotle tacitly accepts that the moods of the first figure are per-
fect and need not be proved. The moods of the other figures,
which are imperfect, should be proved according to the proofs
of assertoric syllogisms except Baroco and Bocardo, which are
proved in the assertoric syllogistic by reductio ad absurdum, and
should here be proved by ecthesis.z Once again, for all these
proofs it would be easier to use theorem rB, as will appear from
the following example.

By means of the laws of exportation and importation , CCKpqr-
CpCqr and CCpCqrCKpqr, it can be shown that 15, the assertoric
mood Barbara, is equivalent to the formula:

tot CAbaCAcbAca.

This purely implicational form is more convenient for deriving
consequences than the conjunctional form. According to the
thesis 3 CLpp wehave:

to3. CLAbaAba,

and from lo3 and ro2 we get by the hypothetical syllogism:
rc4. CLAbaCAcbAca.,',

On the other hand we have as substitution of lB:

I An. pr, i. B, 29b35 ini piv oiv fiv dvayxalov oTe}dv ipotos iler xoi ini niv
JaapTivruv' <ioaltas yd.p n|epivav tdv 6pav Ev te rQ Jrd.pTev xai t,i i( dvdyxqs
indpycw l pl Jndppw Eotor te xai oix Eorat ou\Aoyopds, nAip Stoioct tQ npoo-
xeio0ae rois 6poc td d! ,ivtiyxtls Sndpyew i pi1 i'ndpyu.

2 lb id.3o"3-r4.
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t o5. CC AcbAcaCLAcbLAca,

irn<l lrom ro4 and ro5 there follows the consequence:

ut6. CLAbaCLAcbLAca,

which is equivalent to ror. All the other syllogistic moods with
two apodeictic premisses can be proved in the same way without
rrr:w nxioms, laws ofconversion, reductio ad absurdum, or arguments
lry ccthesis.

\ ,r,'. Moods with one apodeiaic and one assertoric premissl

Syllogistic moods of the first figure with one apodeictic and one
rrsscrtoric premiss are treated by Aristotle differently according
to which premiss, the major or the minor, is apodeictic. He says
that when the major is apodeictic and the minor assertoric we
l{(:t :rn apodcictic conclusion, but when the minor is apodeictic and
thr: major assertoric we can have only an assertoric conclusion.2
'l'lris difl'crence will be made clear by the following examples of
t lrr: mood Barbara. Aristotle asserts the syllogism : 'If it is necessary
tlrrrt cvcry D should be an a, then if every c is a b, it is necessary
tlrrrt cvcry c should be an a.' He rejects, however, the syllogism:
'f f't:vcry D is an a, then if it is necessary that every c should be a b,
it is ncccssary that every r should be an a.' In symbols:

(e) CLAbaCAcbLAca is asserted,
(() CAbaCLAcbLAca is rejected.

Aristotle considers the syllogism (e) as self-evident. He says:
'Sirr<:r' cvcry b is necessarily an a or not an a,, and c is one of the
/'s, it is cvident (Sav<pdv) that c too will be necessarily an a or
n()t ;rn a.'r For reasons that will be explained later it is difficult
lo slrow this by examples. But the following picture will perhaps
rrr;rkr' t lrr: syllogism (e) more acceptable to intuit ion. Let us

| ( ll, ,1. l,rrkasit:wicz, 'On a Controversial Problem of Aristotle's Modal Syllo-
gi ; t r ' ,  l tur in inn. l tudies,  vol .  v i i  ( r954),  pp.  r r4-zB.
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imagine that the"expression LAba means: 'Every D is connected
by a wire with an a.' Hence it is evident that also every c (since
every c is a 6) is connected by a wire with an a, i.e. LAca. For
whatever is true in some way of every 6, is also true in the same
way of every c, if every c is a D. The evidence of the last proposition
is beyond any doubt.

We know, however, from Alexander that the evidence of the
syllogism (e) which Aristotle asserted, was not convincing enough
for his friends who were pupils of Theophrastus and Eudemus.r
As opposed to Aristotle, they held the doctrine that if either pre-
miss is assertoric the conclusion must be so, just as if either pre-
miss is negative the conclusion must be so and if either premiss is
particular the conclusion must be so, according to a general rule
formulated later by the scholastics: Peiorem sequitur semper con-
clusio partem.

This argument can be easily refuted. The syllogism (e) is
deductively equivalent to the problematic mood Bocardo of the
third figure: 'If it is possible that some c should not be an d, then
if every c is a b, it is possible that some l should not be an a.' ln
symbols:

Q) CMOcaCAcbMOba.

Syllogism (r7) is as evident as (e). Its evidence can be illustrated
by examples. Let us suppose that a box contains ballots numbered
from r to 9o, and let c mean 'number drawn from the box', b
'everl number drawn from the box', and a 'number divisible by

3'. We assume that in a certain case five even numbers have been
drawn from the box, so that the premiss: 'Every number drawn
from the box is an even number drawn from the box', i.e. Acb, is
factually true. From this we can safely infer that, if it is possible
in our case that some number drawn from the box should not be
divisible by 3, i.e. MOca, it is also possible in our case that some
eaen number drawn frgm the box should not be divisible by 3,
i.e. MOba.

Aristotle accepts the syllogism (r7) and proves it by a reductio

I Commenting on the passage quoted in n, z, p, r83, Alexander says tz4. B o{nos
ltiv oitas Alyet, oi 3i ye itatpot tJroi oi *pi Ei61p6, te xoi 6e6$pootov oix oJras
A(yovor, dAAd $oov iv ndoats rais i( dvayxa(,ag re xti itapyotiotls ovluyiats, idv
,ioc ovyxeipevat ovAAoytntxds, indpyov yivco|at rd ovpntpaopa . . . t7 tQ E\anov
elvat td irdpyov roi &vayxaiou.
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ad absurdum from the syllogism (e).I He does not, however, deduce
(e) from ('7), though he certainly knew that this could be done.
Alcxander saw this point and explicitly proves (e) from ('r) by 

"rcductio ad absurdum saying that this argument should be held as
tlrc soundest proof in favour ofAristotle's doctrine.2 As according
to him Aristotle's friends accept the syllogism (21) which fulfils
p<:iorem rule, and (e) is deducible from (a), they cannot reject (e)
on thc ground of this rule, which becomes false when applied to
rnodalities.

We shall see in the next Section that there was yet another
argument raised by Theophrastus and Eudemus against syllogism
(e) which could not be refuted by Alexander, as it stands or falls
with an Aristotelian argument. In spite ofAlexander's talk about
tlrc 'soundest proof 'one feels that some doubt is left in his mind,
ftrr hc finally remarks after having presented several arguments
in support of Aristotle's opinion, of which the argument quoted
tbovc is the last, that he has shown with greater rigour in other
works which of those arguments are sound and which are not.3
Alcxander is referring here to his work 'On the Disagreement
concerning Mixed Moods between Aristotle and his Friends',
:rnrl to his 'Logical Scholia'.+ (Jnfortunately both works are lost.

Our times have seen a revival of this controversy. Sir David
I{oss, commenting on syllogism (<) and its proof from syllogism
(ri), states decidedly:s 'Yet Aristotle's doctrine is plainly wrong.
l'irr what he is seeking to show is that the premisses prove not only
lhat all C is A, but also that'it is necessarily A, just as all B is

I An. pr. i. z I, 39b33-39 inapxiro yd.p i ptv B navri rit T, i 6i A iv6cydo0a wi

rQ I' pil in,ipycw' 'ivtiyxq 6l td A iv6lyeo0at nvi rQ B pi in,ipyew. ei yd.p nawi rQ

Il i A inip16c i( d.vdyxqs, rd 3i B novi rQ f xeher ind.pyeu, td A novri r.i f i(
,iliyxls indp{et' roito yd.p 6l6errrcr npirepov. d\l' it&etto twi dv6iyeo0oc pi1
,,lrrip1q111,.

' Afrx:rnder says, commenting on syllogism (e), tz7. g Zorr 62 nntcitoao|a4 6t

r'l lty,ilrrruiv itd Aprcror(Aous riTtis iotr, pd.Ante Drti rfs eig ,i}rirotov d.ndyayfis tfis
ytt,,y,lr',1s ,'v rphq olqfpote . . . tz iv ydp tfi tonrhV ou{vyig tfi i, rptnp olgfipan xai
)lpor,,riMt boxri rci rois dreipocs oitoA ini pipos dv\eT6poov d.no$anxdv yiveo|at

1 ' l  suyn/yro1tu.
I Afcx;rrrrlcr tz7. t4 toooJro$ xai rorcdrors dy zrs yprioano tepeord.pcvos rfi

ntt, l t,t 'rttr )lprcroti lous 6,! 'ft1, 4 6i roirov i"y6s i pi i1/.As Aiyeo|u Eoxei dr
rl\ l ,rr1 ri1r, ',, , is i, l ,r1r, perd d.xptpei,os eipqrau

' I f re f rt le rrl t lrc f irst work reads (Alexander rz5. 3o): I lepiofis xaad.tds pl(ec
,1,,,,/,,,1,,r r if 1r,, r , '  r . ' , lous re xoi ritv dratpav ariroO. Cf. Alexander 249. 38-25o. e, whqre
8r,r,y'r,r 'r ' ,rr rr rrrr rl irrstr ';r<l of Erc{opds, and the other work is cited as 27$trn Aoyuri.

"  W. l r .  l (orr ,  kx.  r  i t . ,  p,  43.
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necessarily A, i.e. by a permanent necessity of its own nature;
while what they do show is only that so long as all C is B, it is A,
not by a permanent necessity of its own nature, but by a tempo-
rary necessity arising from its temporary sharing in the nature
of B.'

This argument is a metaphysical one, as the terms 'nature of
a thing' and 'permanent necessity of its nature' belong to meta-
physics. But behind this metaphysical terminology a logical
problem is hidden which can be solved by our four-valued modal
logic. Let us now turn to the syllogism rejected by Aristotle.

$ 56. Rejected moods with one apodefutic and lne assertoric premiss

Syllogism (() is as evident as syllogism (e). It is strange that
Aristotle rejects the syllogism

(() CAbaCLAcbLAca,

though it is clear that this syllogism is on the same footing as the
asserted syllogism (e). In order to show its evidence let us employ
the same picture as before . If LAcb means that every c is connected
by a wire with a D, and every D is an a, i.e. Aba, it is evident that
every c is connected by a wire with an a, i.e. LAca. Speaking
generally, if every 6 is an a, then if every c is connected with a D
in any way whatever, it must be connected with an a injust the
same way. This seems to be obvious.

The"most convincing argument that syllogism (() is sound
results from its deductive equivalence with the problematic
mood Baroco of the second figure :

(0) CAbaCMOcaMOcb, in words:

'If every D is an a, then if it is possible that some t should not be
an a,it is possible that some c should not be a 6.'This can be
illustrated by an example. Let us turn to our box from which five
numbers have been dra'fon, and let us suppose that every even
number drawn from the box (6) is divisible by Z @), i.e. Aba.
From this factual truth we can safely infer that, if it is possible
that some number drawn from the box (c) should not be divisible
by 3, i.e. MOca, it is also possible that some number drawn from
the box should not be aneaen number, i.e. MOcb. This syllogism
seems to be perfectly evident. In spite of its seeming so Aristotle

r87$16 REJECTED MOODS

<lisproves syllogism ((), fint by a purely logical argument which
will be considered later, and then by the following example:
f ,ct c mean 'man', b 'animal', and a 'being in movement'. He
.rccepts that the proposition 'Every man is an animal' is neces-
srrrily true, i.e. LAcb; but it is not necessary that every animal
should be in movement, this may be only accepted as a factual
trtrth, i.e. Aba, and so it is not n€cessary that every man should
bc in movement, i.e. LAca is not true.r

Aristotle's example is not convincing enough, as we cannot
admit as a factual truth that every animal is in movement. A
bctter example is provided by our box. Let c mean 'number
drawn from the box and divisible by 4', b 'even number drawn
lrom the box', and a 'divisible by 3'. Aristotle would agree that
the proposition 'Every number drawn from the box and divisible
by 4 is an even number drawn from the box' is a necessary truth,
i.c. LAcb, while the premiss 'Every even number drawn from the
box is divisible by 3' can be only accepted as a factual truth, i.e.
Aba, and the conclusion 'Every numher drawn from the box and
divisible by 4 is divisible by 3' is also only a factual truth, i.e.
Aca, and not LAca. The 'nature' of a number drawn from the box
:rnd divisible by 4 does not involve any 'permanent necessity' for
it to be divisible by 3.

It would seem, therefore, that Aristotle is right in rejecting
syllogism ((). The matter, however, becomes complicated, for it
can be shown that just the same argument can be raised against
syllogism

(e) CLAbaCAcbLAca.
'fhis was seen by Theophrastus and Eudemus who refute (e)
using in another order the same terms which were applied by
Aristotle for disproving ((). Let b mean 'man', d-'animal', and
r-'being in movement'. They agree with Aristotle that the pro-
position 'Every man is an animal' is necessarily true, i.e. LAba,
ltnd they accept as factually true that 'Everything in movement
is :r man', i.e. Acb. The premisses of (e) are thus verified, but it is
obvious that the conclusion 'Everything in movement is an
:rnimal', i.e. Aca, is not necessarily true.z This example is as

I An. ltr. i. g, 3o'28 En xai tx r6v 6pov Savepdv 6tc oix Eotan rd opnipaopa
,itayxatov, otov ei td piv A eitl xivqots, rd 6i B (Qov, d{'<! 6a rri I dv|panos' {Qov
ylv ydp 6 dv|panos i{ d.wiyxqs doti, xwettan 6i td {,iov oir 2( dvdyxls, oJ6' 6 dv0punos.

I Alt:xandcr l z4.z I ril)ri xai ?zi rfs rills E ewvJouor toAro EXov oinas , . . z4 td yi.p
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unconvincing as the corresponding one in Aristotle, for we can-
not admit that the premiss Acb is factually true.

We can give a better example from our box. Let 6 mean 'num-
ber divisible by 6', 4-'nqslbs1 divisible by 3', 4nd 6-'sysn
number drawn from the box'. Aristotle would accept that the
proposition 'Every number divisible by 6 is divisible by 3' is
necessarily true, i.e. LAba,but it can be only factually true that
'Every even number drawn from the box is divisible by 6', i.e.
Acb, and so it is only factually true that 'Every even number
drawn from the box is divisible by 3', i.e. Aca. The propositions
Acb and Aca are clearly equivalent to each other, and if one of
them is only factually true, then the other cannot be necessarily
true.

The controversy between Aristotle and Theophrastus about
moods with one apodeictic and one assertoric premiss has led us
to a paradoxical situation: there are apparently equally strong
arguments for and against the syllogisms (e) and ((). The con-
troversy shown by the example of the mood Barbara can be
extended to all other moods of this kind. This points to an error
that lurks in the very foundations of modal logic, and has its
source in a false conception ofnecessity.

$ 57. Solution of the controuers2

The paradoxical situation expounded above is quite analogous
to the.difficulties we have met in the application of modal logic
to the theory of identity. On the one hand, the syllogisms in
question are not only self-evident, but can be demonstrated in
our system of modal logic. I give here a full proof of the syllogisms
(e) and ({) based among others on the stronger L-law of exten-
sionality known to Aristotle.

The premisses:

3.cLpp
fi. CCpqCLpLq
24. CCpqCCqrCpr
gg. CCpCqrCqCpr

toz. CAbaCAcbAca.

(Qov novti d.v|p<iny i( ,ivriyxrls, 6 dv9ponos navrl xwoup(va inepyira' oJx,irc rd
(Qov rovrL xcvovp(v<p i( dvdyxrls.
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' I 'hc deduction:

rB. plAba, qf  AcaxroT
rc7. CCAbaAcaCLAbaLAca

gg. plAba, qf Acb, rf Acax Ctoz-ro8
rc9. CAcbCAbaAca

24. pl Acb, q lCAbaAca, rlCLAbaLAcax CroB-Cro7-ro9
rcg. CAcbCLAbaLAca

33. plAcb, qlLAba, rlLAcax Crog-r ro
rrc. CLAbaCAcbLAca (.)

rB.  p lAcb, qlAcaxtrr
t r r. CCAcbAcaCLAcbLAca

24. plAba, qlCAcbAca, r lCLAcbLAcaxCroz-Crrr-rr2
tlz. CAbaCLAcbLAca (().

We see that the syllogisms (e) and (() denoted here by r ro and
r12) are asserted expressions of our modal logic.

On the other hand, we get the thesis r 13 from r ro by the sub-
stitution bf a, and the thesis r14 from rrz by the substitution blc
and commutation of the antecedents:

try. CLAaaCAcaLAca rt4. CLAccCAcaLAca.

Both theses have in the consequent the expression CAcaLAca, i.e.
the proposition 'If every c is an a, then it is necessary that every c
should be an a'. If this proposition were asserted, all true uni-
versally-affirmative propositions would be necessarily true which
is contrary to intuition. Moreover, as CAcaLAca is equivalent to
CNLAcaNAca, and Aca rneans the same as NOca, we should have
C.NLNOcaNltrOca or CMOcaOca. This last proposition which
mcans 'If it is possible that some c should not be an a, then some
c is not an a' is not true, for it is certainly possible that a number
drawn from the box should not be even ; so that, if the proposition
is true, every set of drawings would contain an odd number-
:r rcsult plainly contrary to the facts.

The expression CAcaLAca must be therefore rejected, and
wc get:

*rr5.  CAcaLAca,

from which there follows according to our rules for rejected
t:xJrrcssions the consequence :

r89
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r r3.  xC*rrG-*rr5

*tr6. LAaa.

The apodeictic Aristotelian law of identity must be rejected
like the apodeictic principle ofidentity LJxx.This is conformable
to our general view according to which no apodeictic proposition
is true. The consequent of t t 3, i.e. CAcaLAca, cannot be detached,
and the incompatibility between the acceptance of true apodeictic
propositions and the assertion of the stronger L-law of exten-
sionality is solved in favour of the law of extensionality. I do not
believe that any other system of modal logic could satisfactorily
solve this ancient controversy.

I mentioned earlier that Aristotle tries to refute the syllogism
(() not only by examples, but also by a purely logical argument.
Asserting that the premisses Aba and LAcb do not give an apo-
deictic conclusion he says: 'If the conclusion were necessary,
there would follow from it by a syllogism of the first or the third
figure that some D is necessarily an a; but this is false, because
b may be such that possibly no D is an o." Aristotle refers here to
the apodeictic moods Darii and Darapti, since from (() combined
with either of these moods we can derive the consequence
CAbaCLAcbLIba. The proof from Darapti runs :

r 17. CCpCqrCCrCqsCpCqs
rlz. CAbaCLAcbLAca (0
ttB. CLAcaCLAcbLIba (Darapti)o 

,r7. plAba, qlLAcb, rlLAia, slLlbaxCrn-CtrB-I rg
try. CAbaCLAcbLIba.

The proof from Darii gives the same consequence, but is more
complicated. Aristotle seems to disregard the premiss LAcb, and
interprets this consequence as a simple implication:
*rzo. CAbaLIba,

which is obviously false,and must be rejected. Or perhaps he
thought that LAcb could be made true.by a suitable substitution
for c and dropped. If so he was wrong and his proof is a failure.
We see besides by this example how difficult it is to confirm the
validity of such theses, as I Ig, I I2, or r to, through terms yielding

I An. pr. i. g, 3ooz5 (continuation ofn. z, p. rB3) ei Trip Eott, oupBfioerar rd A
nvi rQ B indpyecv d( d,vd.yxt1s 6rd re toa rp<itrou xci 6rd ro0 rpirou oytipatos. toOro 5d
,!ei6os"iv6{6tat yd.p rorcAtov elvor td B Qt lyTupet 16 A pqtev| indpyecv.
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some would-be true apodeictic premisses. As many logicians
believe that such propositions are really true, it is impossible to
convince them of the validity of those syllogisms by examples.

Concluding this discussion we may say that Aristotle is right
in asserting (e), but wrong in rejecting ({). Theophrastus and
Eudemus are wrong in both ways.

$ 58. Moods with possible premisses

The Aristotelian theory of problematic syllogisms displays a
very strange gap: moods with possible premisses are entirely
neglectcd in favour of moods with contingent premisses. Accord-
ing to Sir David Ross, 'Aristotle always takes iz6iXeracin apremiss
as meaning "is neither irnpossible nor necessary"; where the only
valid conclusioz is one in which ?rE tyerat means "is notimpossible",
he is as a rule careful to point this out'.r Aristotle, indeed, seems
to be careful to distinguish the two meanings of du8dxeogcr,r. when
he says, expounding for instance the moods with two problematic
premisses of the first figure, that tv}(yeodor in these moods should
bc understood according to the definition he has given, i.e. as
'contingent', and not in the sense of 'possible'. He adds, however,
that this is sometimes overlooked.z Who may have overlooked
this ? Aristotle himself, of course, or some of his pupils just because
of the ambiguity of the term iv6(yeo0au In the De Interpretatione
ivSeydy.evov means the same as .6uvardv,3 while in the Prior Ana-
l2tics it has two meanings. It is always dangerous to use the same
word in two meanings which may be unconsciously confused; as
also to use two different words with the same meaning. Aristotle
somctimes says tyyapei instead of iv}iyerat, and also uses the
Iattcr in two meahings.a We cannot be always sure what he
rn(:ans by tv}/yerat The ambiguity of this term probably con-
tributcd to the controversies between himself and his friends
'l'lrcophrastus and Eirdemus. It is therefore a pity that he did not
trtrrt rnoods with possible premisses separately before introducing
corrtingr:ncy. We shall supply this deficiency which has hitherto
rsr ' ; r ; rcr l  t l rc not ice of  scholars.

| !V I). Iloss, loc. cit., p. 44; see also the table of the valid moods, facing
rr .  ' r l l ( i .

t .ln lr i r4, 33bzI 3ei Et zd dv6(yeo0at \appdv<w pi tv tots ivayxaiocs, dlJd,
a,,r,i t,),, ,ipr11Li"ov 6roptop6v. dvioze Ei Aqv|dvet td rocoirov. 3 See n. t, p. I34.

'  (  l l .  l i r r  i r rst :ur<'<:  An l t r .  i .3,  e5bro (r .  r ,  p.  r9z) and i ,  gr  3oazT (n.  l ,  p.  lgo)
wit l r  i .  r .1,  ;1rr ' ,1o (n.  r ,  p.  r93).
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Let us first consider the laws of conversion. Aristotle begins the
exposition of these laws in Book I, chapter 3 of the Pior Ana-

fi'tics with the statement that the term iv6/yeo0at has several
meanings. He then says, without explaining the various meanings
of this term, that the laws ofconversion ofaffirmative propositions
are the same for all kinds of 2v\i76o0aa, but those of negative
propositions differ. He states explicitly that the problematic
propositions 'Every b may be an a' and 'Some b may be an a' (I
use the word 'may' to cover both kinds of the problematic pro-
position) are convertible into the proposition 'Some amaybe a b'
which gives for possibility the formulae:

nr. CMAbaMIab and tzz. CMIbaMIab.

The law of conversion for universally-negative propositions is
explained only by examples from which we may infer the formula :

ng. CMEbaMEab.

It is tacitly assumed that particularly-negative possible proposi-
tions are not convertible.' We see from this that the laws of con-
version of possible propositions are somewhat negligently treated
by Aristotle. He apparently does not attach any great importance
to the concept of possibility.

Formulae r2r-3 are correct and are easily deducible from the
analogous laws of conversion for assertoric propositions by means
of the theorem:

ry. CCpqCMpMq.

The same theorem, i.e. the stronger M-law of extensionalitn
enables us to establish the whole theory of syllogisms with pos-
sible premisses. By means of the classical calculus of propositions
we get from t9 the formulae:

n4. CCpCqrCMpCMqMr and n5. CCpCqrCpCMqMr.

Formula lz4 yields moodp with two possible premisses and a
possible conclusion: we merely have to add the mark of possi-
bility to the premisses and to the conclusion of valid assertbric

t An. F. i. g,25"37-bt4 inec}il no\Aaytts \(yetar ti €v|tyeo9eq . . . dv ptv tots

xera$artxoCs dpoios E(et xetd. iy dvtntpo$iv dv dnoow. ei yip td A navrl ff revi

tQ B iv}€yete4 xei ti B nvi tQ A iv6l7octo dr. . . , (od dv Ei rois dno$anxois oia

<ioatjras, <ill' 6oa piv lv\iyeo|at Aiyetor ff rQ i( dvdyx4s itd.p16l i "Q tti it

dvd.yxt1s pi1 Jndpxecv, dpo|as, otov. . . (bg).i, . , dviiyetat prl}evi dv|pdn,p lnrov, xol

d.v|punov iyyapei pq}evi izn<p, . .. (br3) ripoios Et xai dzi tfis 2v yipet d.no$armfis.
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moods. So, for instance, we get according to r24 from the asser-
toric mood Barbara by the substitution plAba, qlAcb, rlAca the
syllogism:

tz6. CMAbaCMAcbMAca.

Formula rz5 yields moods with one assertoric and one possible
premiss, it does not matter which, e.g.

tz7. CAbaCMAcbMAca :zB. CMAbaCAcbMAca.

The system is extremely rich. Any premiss may be strengthened
by replacing the assertoric or problematic prooosition by the
corresponding apodeictic proposition. Besides, there are.moods
with one problematic and one apodeictic premiss which yield
apodeictic conclusions according to the formula:

tzg. CCpCqrCMpCLqLr.

Thus we have, for instance, the mood:

t3o. CMAbaCLAcbLAca

which is contrary to the peiorem rule accepted by Theophrastus
and Eudemus.

I think that Aristotle would have accepted-not, of course,
the last syllogistic mood-but the moods with possible premisses,
in particular rz6 and re8. There is, indeed, in the Prior Anal2tics
an interesting introductory remark to the theory of problematic
syllogisms which, in my opinion, rrlay be applied to possibility as
well as to contingency. Aristotle says that the expression 'Of any-
thing, of which 6 is predicated, a may be predicated' has two
meanings the best translation of which seerns to be this: 'For all a,
if everycis a 6, then every c may be ana',and 'For all c,if every c
may be a 6, then every r may be an a'. Then he adds that the
cxpression 'Of anything, of which D is predicated, a may be
predicated' means the same as 'Every b may be an a'.I We have
thus two equivalences: 'Every b rliray be an a' means either ,For
all c, if every c is a b, then every c may be an a', or 'For all c, rf
cve ry d may be a D, then every c may be an a'. If we interpret
'may' in the sense of possibility, we get the formulae:

I An. pr. i. 13,3zbz7 t6 ydp,'xe?' o0 rd B, i A 2v}iyeoflaf toitav oqpaivet
0drcpov, ff 'xa|' o0 Atyetat i B' i 'xa|' o0 2v6lyetar Alyeolar' . rd D{ , xol, ot i B, td
A iv6(yeo0oi i'navri rQ B td A iyyapeiv'oJEtv 8rc{lper.
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ty. QMAbaITcCAcbMAca and rg2. Q,MAbaIIcCMAcbMAca

which are true in our system of modal logic, and from which the
moods IeB and 126 are easily deducible. I[ however, 'may' is
interpreted in the sense of contingency which seems to be the
intention of Aristotle, then the formulae given above become
false.

| 59. Laws of conaersion of contingent propoitiorc

Continuing his exposition of the laws of conversion of modal
propositions Aristotle says at the beginning of the Prior AnaQtics
that universally-negative contingent propositions are not con-
vertible, whereas particularly-negative ones are.t

This curious statement demands careful examination. I shall
first discuss it critically not from the point of view of my modal
system, but from that of the basic modal logic accepted by
Aristotle and all logicians.

According to Aristotle, contingency is that which is neither
necessary nor impossible. This meaning of the contingent is
clearly implicit in the somewhat clumsy definition of Aristotle,
and is expressly corroborated by Alexander.2 Let us repeat in
order to ensure complete clearness: '/ is contingent-means the
same as-1 is not necessary andp is not impossible', or in symbols :

a8. QTpKNLpNLNp.

This formula is obviously equivalent to the expression:

5o. QTpKMpMNf,

i.e. the contingent is both capable of being and capable of not
being.

Formulae 48 and 50 are quite general and applicable to any
propositionp. Let us apply them to the universally-negative pro-
position Eba. We get from 5o:

t 33. QT Eb a K M Eb a A(J,I E b a.

As NEba is equivalent to lba, we also have:

I An. pr, i. 3, z5bl4 (continuation of the text quoted in n. I, p. r9z) 6oa 6i zr! <,is
inizd ro)'J xai tQ te$uxtvor \iyetu 2v3i76o0oc, . . . oJX ipoios €(er iv teis uepl-
flxais dmoapo.rcis, dl)' fi piv xo06Aou orepqtu)1 rpdtao6 oix dmntpi$eq i Ed dv
pipet d,vttotp&fet-

2 See above, $ +S, in particular nn. 3r p. I54 and tr p. t55.
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ry4. QTEbaKMEbaMIba.
Now we can derive from the laws of conversion:

tzg. CMEbaMEab and nz. CMIbaMIab

that MEba is equivalent to MEab, and MIba to MIab; hence we
have:

ry5. QKMEbaMIbaKMEabMIab.

The first part of this formula KMEbaMIba is equivalent to TEba,
the second KMEabMIab to TEab; so we get the result :

rg6. QTEbaTEab.

This means that contingent universally-negative propositions are
convertible.

How was it possible for Aristotle not to see this simple proo{,
when he had all its premisses at his disposal? Here we touch on
another infected portion of his modal logic, even more difficult to
cure than the wound which his ideas about necessity inflicted on
it. Let us see how he tries to disprove formula 136.

Aristotle states quite generally that contingent propositions
with opposite arguments are convertible with one another in
rcspect of their arguments. The following examples will explain
this not very clear formulation. 'It is contingent that D should be
an a' is convertible with 'It is contingent that D should not be an a' ;
'It is contingent that every b should be an a' is convertible with
'It is contingent that not every D s,hould be an a'; and 'It is con-
tingent that some 6 should be an a'is convertible with 'It is contin-
gent that some D should not be an a'.r This kind of conversion f
shall call, following Sir David Ross, 'complementary conversion'.2

Aristotle would assert accordingly that the proposition 'It is
contingent that every 6 should be an a' is convertible with the
proposition 'ft is contingent that no D should be an a',in symbols :

(r) QTAbaTEba (asserted by Aristotle).

This is the starting-point of his proof,, which is performed by

I An. pr. i. rg, 3zazg oupBaiver 6| zdocs tds xotd td iv6€yeo0ac npord.oers dln-
orpi$e w 'i*fi),ars. )/7o Et ori rri s xata$orwds raes d,ro$atuots, d))' 6oec xata$atudv
i2qovor rd oXfipa xatd. tlv dvtieeow, otov td €v6iyeo0ot indpyew tQ ivityeoflor pi1
l,n,ip1gew, xsi td nevri di6tyeo0at rQ 2v6€yeo0er prlEevi rci pi tavti, xoi ti twi tQ
1ti1 tvl.

r W. D. Ross, loc, cit., p. 44,
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reductio ad abrurdam. He argues in substance thus: If TEba were
convertible with TEab, then TAba would be convertible with
TEab, and as TEab is convertible with TAab, we should get the
false consequence:

(x) QTAbaTAab (rejected by Aristotle).I

What should we say to this argument? It is quite obvious that
the definition of contingency adopted by Aristotle entails the
convertibility of contingent universally-negative propositions.
Consequently the disproof of this convertibility muit bi wrong.
Since it is formally correct, the error must lie in the premisses,
and as there are two premisses on which the disproofis based, the
asserted formula (r.), and the rejected (rc), then either it is wrong
to assert (r) or it is wrong to reject (r). This,-however, cannot be
decided within basic modal logic.

Within those limits we can merely say that the truth of the
asserted formula (r) is not justified by the accepted definition of
contingency. From the definition:

5o. QTpKMpMNp
we get by the substitution plMp the formula QfNpKMl{pMNNp,
and as MNN| is equivalent to Mp according to thesis g of basic
modal logic, we have:

ry7. QTNpKMpMN\.
From 5o and r37 there results the consequence:

ry1. "WpTNp,
and applying this consequence to the premiss Ebawe get:,

rgg. QTEbaTNEba or r4o. QTEbaTIba,
as NEba means the same as lba. We see that QTEbaTIba rs
justified by the definition of contingency, but that QTEbaTAbais
not. This last formula has been accepted by Aristotle by a mistake.

We shall understand tlds error better if we examine Aristotle's

I An. pr. i. 17, 36b35 nptizov oiv 6erxr(ov 6tt oik dvrnrp!{er td 2v tQ iv6lyeo0et
orepqrrxdv, otov ei ti A iviiyetat p16evi rQ B, oix dl,iyq rai zd B iviiTeoiat
p1}evi tQ A. xeio0o yd.p toito, xoi iv}eyio9a i B pq}ev| tQ A ird.pyew. oJxofiv
inei dwtmpd$ovou of iv tQ iviiyoflot xaraSd.oec rais d,no$d,oeoq xat ai ivavtiac xoi
at dmueipeaq rd 5t B tQ A iv}lyerac pl}evi Jmdpyew, $avepdv 6n xei nawi Ev
iviiyocro rQ A irdpyecv. ro0ro 6l ry'e06os. ori yd.p ei il6e tQ6e nawi ivilyctaq xai
.rriEe zrp6e dvayxaiov. ,iot' oix ,iwtmp($et rd neprytmdv.
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refutation of an attempt to prove the law of conversion for TEba
by redrctio ad abnrdam. This attempt reads : ifwe suppose that it is
contingent that no 6 should be an a, then it is contingent that no a
should be a b. For ifthe latter proposition were false, then it would
be necessary that some a should be a b, and hence it would be
necessary that some D should bean a which is contrary to our sup-
position.t In symbols : If TEba is supposed to be true, then TEab
also must be true. For from NTEab would result LIab, and con-
sequently Llba,which is incompatible with the supposition TEba.

Refuting this argument Aristotle rightly points out that LIab
does not follow from NTEab.z We have, indeed, according to 48
the equivalence:

r4r. QTEabKNLEabNLNEab or
t 42. QTEabKNLEabNLIab.

Thus for"MZEa6, applying QNKNpNqHp4, i.e. one ofthe so-called
'De Morgan's laws',l we have the formula:

t43. QNTEabHLEabLIab.
It can be seen that by means of r43 and the thesisCCHpqrCqrwe
can derive NTEab from LIab, but the convenie implication does
not hold, since from NTEab we can derive only the alternation
HLEabLIab from which, of course, LIab does not follow. The
attempted proof is wrong, but it does not follow that the conclu-
sion which was to be proved is false.

One point in this reduction deserves our attention: it is
apparent that instead of r43 Aristotle accepts the formula:

(A) QNTEabHLOabLIab
which is not justified by definition 48. Similarly for the case of
NTAab he adopts the formula:+

I An. pr. i. t7, g7"g il)d. pilv o116' dr zori diwdrou 6eq10{oerot drttorpifuv, otov el
tts d.(uiocuv, e'zei g[e0Dos td ivti26o0at td B rQ A p76evi $n&pyew, ,i\r102s il, gti1

lv6lyo0at pl}evi ($doc ydp xai 'in6$aors), ei El roir', d)t1flis i{ 'ivtiyxqs tlirQ A
Jnd,pTtcv' tiote xai rd A tui tit B'toiro 6' ,i6rjvotov,

I Ilrid.37'r4 (continuationof theforegoingnote) oJT,ipeipl2v6iTerutpq}evi:d
B tQ A, dvd.yxrl rli indpyew, rd' ydp pi1 iviiTeoiat y76evi6qg6s Liyetat, td piv ei i!
d.vd.yxr1c t*I Jnd.p3ec, rri 6' ei e'f dvdyxrls rwi pfi ind.pyeu

t 'l'hese should properly be called Ockham's Laws, for so far as we know,
Or:khrnr was the first to state them, See Ph. Boehner, 'Bemerkungen zur Geschichte
der De Morganschen Gesetze in der Scholastik', Archiufiir Philosophic (September
rg5r) ,  p,  r r5,  n.

t An, lr. i. 17, 97'24 tQ iv}ileoflar nawi $tdpyew d r' 2{ dvdynls nvi Jnd.pycl
dvtlxtrar ral rd if dvdyxls t'i p'l ird.pycl.

I
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Qt) QhrTAabHLOabLIab
which, again, is not justified by 48, whereas the correct formula
runs:

r44. QNTAabHLOabLAab.

From ()) and (pc) Aristotle may have deduced the equivalence
QNTAabNTEab, and then (c), which is not justified by his
defi nition of contingency.

$ 6o. Rectifcation of Aristotle's mistakes

Aristotle's theory of contingent syllogisms is full of grave mis-
takes. He does not draw the right consequences from his definition
of contingency, and denies the convertibility of universally-
negative contingent propositions, though it is obviously admissible.
Nevertheless his authority is still so strong that very able logicians
havc in the past failed to sec these mistakes. It is obvious that if
somebody, Albrecht Becker for example, accepts the definition

aB. QTpKNLpNLNp
with p as propositional variable, then he must also accept the
formula:

t 4r. QTEabKNLEabNLNEab

which is derived from 48 by the subsritution plEab. And
since Qy valid logical transformations formula r4t yields the
thesis "

r43. QNTEabHLEabLIab,

he must also accept r43. Yet Becker rejects this thesis in favour of
'structural lbrmulae'-a product of his imagination.r

The remarks of the foregoing section were written from the
standpoint of basic modal logic which is an incomplete systcm.
Let us now discuss our problem from t-he point of view of four-
valued modal logic.

From the Aristotelian definition of.contingency we obtained
the consequence r3B, QTpTNp, from which we may deduce
the implication:

r  See A. Becker,  loc,  c i t . ,  p.  r4,  where formula Trr  :48 wr i t ten in another
symbolisrn, but with the propositional variable p, is accepted, and p. e7 where
formula r43 is rcjected.
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t45. CTpTNp.

Now we get from the premisses:

5r. CDpC6Np6q
r46. CCpCqrCCpqCpr

the consequences:

5r.  3 lT 'x t47
r+7. CTpCTNpTq

(axiom of the C-"1/-6-1-system)
(principle of Frcge)

r 46. p I Tp, C I TNp, r I Tq x C r 47-C t 45-r 48
r4B. CTpTq,

and as the converse implication CTqTp is also true, as may be
proved by the substitutions plq and Clp in r4B, we have the
equivalence:

rag. QTpTq.
From r49 we get by substitution first the law of conversign r36

QTEbaTEab, then formula (r) QTAbaTEba which Aristotle
asserts, and formula (x) QTAbaTAaD which he rejects. We can
now determine where the flaw in Aristotle's disproof of the law of
conversion is : Aristotle is wrong in rejecting (rc) .

Formula Qfpfq shows that the truth-value of the function Tp
is independent of the argumentp, which means that Tp is a con-
stant. We know, in fact, from $ 52 that KMpMNp which is the
defniens of Tp has the constant value j, and therefore Zp also has
tlrc constant value 3 and is never true. For this reason Tp is not
suitable to denote a contingent proposition in Aristotle's sense,
sincc he believes that some contingent propositions are true.
f1r must be replaced by Xp or Tp, i.e. by the function 'p is X-con-
tinscnt'or its twin 'p is T-contingent'. I shall take into con-
si< lt 'r:rt ion merely X-contingency, as what is true ofX-contingency
rvil l  :r lso be true of I-contingency.

lf ir sl, I should like to state that the convertibility of universally-
r rlr '  ; r I ivt ' r:ontingent propositions is independent of any definit ion
r rl r r rn l ins<'n<:y. As Eba is equivalent to Eab, we must accept the
l ,  r r  r r r r r l ; r

t , t t .  O,\ l , .ha6Eab

;rr r,rrl irrl; (o tht: principle of extensionaliry Cqpqc6p64, which
r lsrr l ls  l iorrr  orrr : rx iom 5r.  From r5o we get a t rue statement for
: r r ry r , : r l r rc ol '8,  I rcncc also for  E/X' :
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r5t. CXEbaXEab.

Alexander reports that Theophrastus and Eudemus, unlike
Aristotle, accepted the convertibility of universally-negative con-
tingent propositions,I but says in another passage that in proving
this law they used reductio ad absurdum.z This seems doubtful, for
the only correct thing Aristotle had done in this matter was to
refute the proof of convertibility by reductio, a refutation which
cannot have been unknown to his pupils. Redurtio can be used to
prove, from CLIbaLIab, the convertibility of universally-nega-
tive propositions when they are possible (that is, to prove
CMEbaMEaD), but not when they are contingent. Another proof
is given by Alexander, continuing the former passage, but he
scarcely formulates it clearly enough. We know that Theo-
phrastus and Eudemus interpreted universally-negative premisses,
Eba as well as Eab, as denoting a symmetric relation of discon-
nexion between b and a,t and they may have argued accordingly
that if it is contingent for b to be disconnected from a, it is also
contingent for a to be disconnected from ,.4 This proof would
conform with the principle of extensionality. At any rate, Theo-
phrastus and Eudemus have corrected the gravest mistake in
Aristotle's theory of contingency.

Secondly, it follows from the definition of X-contingency:

Bz. CDKMpI4/NqDX7

that the so-called 'complementary conversion' cannot be ad-
mitted. QTpfNp is true, but QXpXNp must be rejected, because
its negation, i.e.:

ry2. NQXpXNp
is asserted in our system as can be verified by the matrix method.
It is therefore not right in our system to convert the proposition

t Alexander zzo. g @e6$paotos plvtot xai Eiiqpos . . . ,iwtmpi$ew Qaoi xai rlv
xs06\ov &roSatwilv (scil. e'vDeXopivry) ditfi, Sonep d.wlotpeSe xai fi itd.pyouoe
xo4d\ou izoSatcri xai ri dvayxaia. 4

2 lbid. zz3. g 66{et noi 6ui' ye rffs eis &6ivatov &nayoyffs 6$voo0at 6etxwo0er i7
xa06\ov droSonxl ivieyoplry dworpi{ouoe. fi oJrff 6e/fer rci oi €taipor o&toA
xiypqmau

t See ibid. gr. 4-ro.
a lbid. zeo. rz dzr 5t dmrcrpi$eq \euvAow oirus' ei i A tQ B iv}iycrat

p16cvt, xai i B rQ A 2v6i7ptat p16oi. daei yd.p 2vitTetar i A tQ B p16et, 6te
dviiyctet pr16evi, tdte dviiyerat dzefe0y9ec rd A ndltav t6w roi B'.ei 62 roAt' , Eorct
tdre xoi td B rc6 A drefevypfuov' ei Et rooro, xoi rd B tQ A dv6476rer pq}evl

5 6o RECTIFICATION OF ARISTOTLE'S MISTAKES 2ol

'It is contingent that every b should be an a' into the proposition
'It is contingent that some , should not be arr a', or into the
proposition 'It is contingent that no 6 should be an a', conver-
sions which Aristotle accepts without any justification.t I think
that Aristotle was led to a wrong conception of 'complementary
conversion' by the ambiguity of the term 'contingent' (du8eXri-
p.evov). He uses this term in the De Interpretatione as a synonym of
the term 'possible' (6uvardv)rz and continues to use it thus in the
Pior Aml2tics, although the phrase 'It is contingent that p' has
there got another meaning, viz. 'It is possible that p and it is
possible that not p'. If we replace in the last phrase the term
'possible' by the term 'contingent', as Aristotle apparently does,
we get the nonsense that 'It is contingent that p' means the same
as 'It is contingent that p and it is contingent that not p'. So far
as I know, this nonsense has hitherto not been observed by any-
body.

Thirdly, it follows from definition Be tfrat Xp is stronger than
Mp, because we have the thesis:

t5g. CXpMp,

but not conversely. This thesis is important, because it enables us
to retain, with a little correction, a large number of syllogisms
with contingent premisses, in spite of the serious mistakes made by
Aristotle.

| 6r. Moods with contingmt premisses ,

There is no need to enter into a detailed description of the
syllogistic moods with contingent premisses, as Aristotle's defini-
tion of contingency is wrong and his syllogistic should be rebuilt
according to the correct definition. This, however, does not seem
to be worth while, for it is very doubtful whether a syllogistic with
rxrrrtingent premisses will ever find a useful application. I think
tlrnt tlrc following general remarks will be sufficient.

!'irst, it may be shown that all the Aristotelian moods with a
contingcnt conclusion are wrong. Let us take as an example the
m<xrd llarblra with contingent premisses and conclusion, i.e.
the mood
r r 714, CXAbaCXAcbXAca.

I  See n.  r ,  p.  rg5. 2 See n.  t ,  p.  I34.
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This mood though accepted by Aristotlel must be rejected. Take
Aba and Acb as false, and Aca as true. These conditions fulfil the
assertoric mood Barbara, but from r54, applying the matrices
M9 and Mr5, we get the following equations: CXoCXoXT :

C3C3z : C3z: z. Similarly mood
*r55. CXAbaCAcbXAca

also accepted by Aristotle2 must be rcjected, since, for Aba : o,
and Acb : Aca: r, we have: CXoCrXr: CJCrz: C3z: :. It
was just these two moods that I was referring to when I said at
the end of $ 58 that formulae I 3 r and l3e, which Aristotle asserts,
became false, if we interpreted iv\iyeo9at as 'contingent'. It may
be said too that formulae r54 and 155 become true, if forXis put
Z, but Z-contingency is a useless concept.

Secondly, all the moods got by complementary conversion
should be rejected. I shall show by an example how Aristotle
deals with this sort of mood. He applies to I54 the formula

*156. 
QXAbaXEba

which should be rejected (take Aba : r, and Eba : o), and gets
the following moods:
*r57. CXAbaCXEcbXAca
*r58. CXEbaCXEcbXAm

which must be rejected too.3 To show this, it suffices to choose the
termq a, D, and c of r57 in such a way that Aba : Ecb : o, and
Aca : r, and those of r5B in such a way that Eba : Ecb : o,
and Aca : r. We then have in both cases: CXoCXoXT :

C3C3z : C3z :2.

It seems that Aristotlc does not put much trust in these moods,

I An. pr. i. I4, 32b38 Srav oA, rd A zavti tQ B tv}lytyar xqi rd B rovi rQ f,

ovL\oyropds Eotar rlAercs 6rt rd A navtl ri f iv|iyrat ind.pyeLv. zo0ro 3i $evepd,
ix toi 6pnpo6' 

"d 
ydp irEixeo|ar navr|. Jn&pycw oirus iAlyopev.

1 Ibid. r5,33br5 dtiv 6'f i pivi 'n,ipyel'f i6' iv}(4eo|ai lappdvryer ritv rpordocav,

6rav piv i1 npds rd pet{ov d.xpov iv3(yeo9ar o1patvy1, tiAecoi r' ioorrst nd.vres o;.

ov\A,oytolroi xai toA iviiyeo9at xard, rdv eiprlltivov 3rcpcop6u.
3 Ibid. I4, gg"5drovStrd AtovrirQ B ivliXtlror, zri Ei B iv6(pyor pq}evi rQ

i-, E,,i ptu tdv eiAlppivav npord.oeu, oJ}eis yi,vetat ovAAoyrcp6s, dlnorpa$etols 6i

tfis Bl xotd rd ivdtl6o0at ytverar 6 e}tde 6onep rp6repov. -93"12 dpoios Et rai ei

npds dp$oipas tds rpordoers fi d.n6$aots r<0ei1 pet& toa iv}/yeo?ou )lyo 6' otov

ei i A iv6/7etoc pr1leri rQ B xei rd B pqievi t<i .f' 8cd ptv ydp tir eiAqppivav

npord.oeav oileis yiveto" ovA),oyrop6s, dvrtorpe$opivuv 3t n<iA"v 6 aitds Enu 6onep

rcoL npdrepov.
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because he does not call them syllogisms at all. He merely says
that they can be reduced to syllogisms by means of comple-
mentary conversion. But moods reduced by the ordinary con-
version are called by him syllogisms; why does he make a
difference between ordinary and complementary conversion, if
both kinds of conversion are equally valid?

Light upon this question is thrown by Alexandcr who, com-
menting on this passage, refers to a very important remark of his
master on two ontological meanings of contingcncy: 'In one
sense ('contingent" 

means "usual (tnl rdn o)ri ) but not necessary"
or "natural", e.g. it is contingent that men should go grey; in
another sense it is used of the indefinite, which is capable of being
thus and ofnot being thus, or in general of that which is by chance .
In either sense contingent propositions are convertible with
rcspect to their contradictory arguments, but not for the same
reason: "natural" propositions because they do not express some-
thing necessary, "indefinite" propositions because thcre is not, in
their case, a greater tendency to be more thus than not thus.
About the indefinite there is no science or syllogistic demonstra-
tion, because the middle term is only accidentally connccted with
the extremes; only about the "natural" are there such things, and
most arguments and inquiries are concerned with what is con-
tingent in this sense.'r

Alexander discusses this passage: his idea seems to bc that, if
wc take any scientifically useful syllogism the premisscs of which
arc contingent in the sense of 'usual' (tni rd toAJ) or even 'most
usual' (izi rd nAeCorov), then we get premisses and a conclusion
wlrich are indeed contingent but are very seldom (tn' tAarrov)
rcitlized: such a syllogism is useless (d.yprloros). Pcrhaps this is
wlry Aristotle refuses to call what is so obtained a syllogism.z

|  . ' l t  l t r . i  rq,gzb4-zt  rdtvDiy<o9ar xcrdSrio A(yetarrpdrovs,€vapivrdt is in i i
a't l) yitro|u xoi 8lo).elreo rd dvayxoiov, otov rd noAnAo|at dv9purov. . ., i  6,\os zr)
t t , l ,rr a r't1 i 'n,irfrrv . . ., d)loz Ei rd ,i6prcrov,6 xai olras xai p) oitas 3v"ar6v, . . . f i  6Aas
,,i , i", i ,r j l ' is yrvdpevov. -(btg) dvrrcrp(Set piv oiv xoi xard. rds ,ivrtxecplvas
n 1", ' , i ' t '  rs i *i n pov ri 'v tv\eyop(vov, oi plv rdv oir6v yc tpdnov, dl)d tt) piv ne$uxde
, ly", t ,,, 1' ) i l . , irriyxls in,ipy<w . . ., zd 3' d.6proro, rQ pr16iv pdlAov oJtus i ixe lvas.
, 'n," r /11,,1 ir) n,,l ,rr,,\,\o7ro pds tinoSerxrrxds r6v ptv d.opiorov oix Eorc 6ad- td d.rexrov
,lr,rt ,,\ 1t, ' ,t, ' ,, r, i, i i  rc,fuxdrav Eort, xai oye66v oi\6yot xei ei, oxirltets yivovrot rcpi
t r l , f ,  , , i , ( f , \  i r i \ t  yr t lu ' r rot

'  ,\fr x;rrrrl.r rlr.1 r r6t ydp ,is ini rd n\eiorov dro$otcxQ ivieToplvq i in'
i ) , r t  r , r .  a, ' , , r ,1, , ' r ,^ i ' r '  iLr torp(6a. -5 roJrou 6i  xet l t (vov ou\ loyrcpds ptv Eota4 oi

1,,)y S1,ri, 'r1t,iL tr iy,,tr ' ,,, is .,Jr<is nputne. Dtd xai ipoApcv zorjrcs rds ov(vyios .
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This point, more than any other, reveals a capital error in
Aristotle's syllogistic, viz. his disregard of singular propositions.
It is possible that an individual, {, should be going grey while
growing older, indeed this is probable, though not necessary,
since it is the natural tendency to do so. It is also possible, though
rather improbable, that { should not be going grey. What
Alexander says about the different degrees of possibility is true
when applied to singular propositions but becomes false when
applied to universal or particular propositions. If there is no
general law that every old man should go grey, because this is
merely 'usual' and some old men do not go grey, then, of course,
the latter proposition is true and therefore possible, but the
former is simply false, and from our point of view a false pro-
position is neither possibly nor contingently true.

Thirdly, from a valid mood with possible premisses we can get
other valid moods by replacing a possible premiss by the corre-
sponding contingent one. This rule is based on formula r53 which
states that Xp is stronger than Mp, and it is obvious that any
implication will remain true, if one or more of its antecedents is
replaced by a stronger antecedent. So we get, for instance, from

le6. CMAbaCMAcbMAca the mood ryg. CXAbaCXAcbMAca

and from

l:'8. CMAbaCAcbMAca the mood 16o. CXAbaCAcbMAca.

Comparing the rejected moods 154 and r55 with the asserted
moods r5g and 160, we see that they differ only by the substitu-
tion of M for X in the conclusion. If we examine the table of
Aristotelian syllogistic moods with problematic premisses, given
by Sir David Ross,t we shall find it a useful rule that by this
small correctton, M in the conclusion, instead of X, all those
moods become valid. O-nly the moods obtained by comple-
mentary conversion cannbt be corrected, and must be definitively
rejected.

&yp/,mous te xai d,n),,Aoyiotous etvau -to ious Dt rci crizds toito i{optipevos clte

"i 
'i oi yivetac ouLAoyrr1tris'. Cf. W. D. Ross's paraphrase of this passage, loc. cit.,

p. 326.- i W. D. Ross, loc. cit., facing p. 286; in the conclusion the index c should cvery-

where be replaced by P.

\ )
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$ 62. Philosophical implications of modat logic
It may seem that the Aristotelian modal syllogistic, even when

corrected, has no useful application to scientific or philosophic
problems. But in reality, Aristotle's propositional modal logic is
historically and systematically of the greatest importance for
philosophy. All elements required for a complete system of modal
logic are to be found in his works: basic modal logic and the
theorems of extensionality. But Aristotle was not able to combine
those elements in the right way. He did not know the logic of
propositions which was created after him by the Stoics; he tacitly
iccepted the logical principle of bivalence, i.e. the principle thai
every proposition is either true or false, whereas modal logic can-
not be a two-valued system. Discussing the contingency of a
future sea-fight he comes very near to the conception of a many-
valued logic, but he lays no stress on this great idea, and for many
centuries his suggestion remained fruitless. Owing to Aristotle I
was able to discover this idea in lgro and to construct the first
many-valued system of logic in opposition to the logic, hitherto
known, which I called 'two-valued logic' thus introducing a
term now commonly accepted by logicians.r

Under the influence of Plato's theory of ideas Aristotle de-
veloped a logic of universal terms and set forth views on necessity
which were, in my opinion, disastrous for philosophy. Proposi-
tions which ascribe essential properties to objects are according
to him not only factually, but also necessarily true. This erroneous
distinction was the beginning of :{ long evolution which led to the
division of sciences into two groups : the a priori sciences consisting
of apodeictic theorems, such as logic and mathematics, and the
a posteriori or empirical sciences consisting chiefly of assertoric
statements based on experience. This distinction is, in my opinion,
false. There are no true apodeictic propositions, and from the
standpoint of logic there is no difference between a mathematical
and an empirical truth. Modal logic can be described as an
extension of the customary logic by the introduction ofa 'stronger'

I See J. Lukasiewicz, 'Logika dwuwarto5ciowa' (Two.valued Logic), Przegl4d
Filozofuzn2, eg,Warszawa (rgzr). A passage of this paper concerning the principle
of bivalence was translated into French by W. Sierpiriski, 'Algibre des ensembles',
Monografu Mataragtcznr, 23, p. 2, Warszawa-Wroclaw ( r g5r ). An appendix of my
German paper quoted in n. r, p. 166, is devoted to the history of this principle
In antrqurty.

" \
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and a 'weaker' affirmation; the apodeictic affirmation Lp is
stronger, and the problematic Mp weaker than the assertoric
affirmationp. If we use the non-committal expressions 'stronger'
and 'weaker' instead of 'necessary' and 'contingent', we get rid
of some dangerous associations connected with modal terms.
Necessity implies compulsion, contingency implies chance. We
assert the necessary, for we feel compelled to do so. But if Za is
merely a stronger affirmation than cr, and a is true, why should
we assert Zcr? Truth is strong enough, there is no need to have
a 'supertruth' stronger than truth.

The Aristotelian a priori is analytic, based on definitions, and
definitions may occur in any science. Aristotle's example 'Man
is necessarily an animal', based on the definition of 'man' as a
'two-footed animal', belongs to an empirical science. Every
science, ofcourse, must have at its disposal an exactly constructed
language and for this purpose well-formed definitions are indis-
pensable, as they explain the meaning of words, but they cannot
replace experience. The analytic statement 'I am an animal'
made by aman-analytic because 'animal'belongs to the essence
of man-conveys no useful information, and can be seen to be
silly by comparison with the empirical statement 'I was born the
ztrt D.".-Ler IBTB'. If we want to know what the 'essence' of
man is-if there is such a thing as 'essence' at all-we cannot rely
on the meanings ofwords but must investigate human individuals
themsdves, their anatomy, histology, physiology, psychology,
and so on, and this is an endless task. It is not a paradox to say
even today that man is an unknown being.

The same is true for the deductive sciences. No deduqtive
system can be based on definitions as its ultimate fundamentals.
Every definition supposes some primitive terms, by which other
terms may be defined, but the meaning of primitive terms must
be explained by examples, axioms or rules, based on experience.
The true a piori is alwdls synthetic. It does not arise, however,
from some mysterious faculty of the mind, but from very simple
experiments which can be repeated at any time. If I know by
inspection that a certain ballot box contains only white balls, I
can say a prioi that only a white ball will be drawn from it. And
if the box contains white and black balls, and two drawings are
made, f can foretell a prioi that only four combinations can pos-
sibly occur: white-white, white-black, black-white, and black-
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black. On such experiments the axioms of logic and mathematics
are based ; there is no fundamental difference between a priori and
a posteiori sciences.

While Aristotle's treatment of necessity is in my opinion a
failure, his concept of ambivalent possibility or contingency is an
important and fruitful idea. I think that it may be successfully
applied to refute determinism.

By determinism I understand a theory which states that if an
event -E happens at the moment l, then it is true at a\y moment
earlier than I that E happens at the moment l. The strongest
argument in defence of this theory is based on the law of causality
which states that every event has a cause in some earlier event.
If so, it seems to be evident that all future events have causes
which exist today, and existed from eternity, and therefore all are
predetermined.

The law of causality, however, understood in its full generality
should be regarded as merely a hypothesis. It is true, of course,
that astronomers, relying on some laws known to govern the
universe, are able to predict for years in advance the positions
and motions of heavenly bodies with considerable accuracy. Just
at the moment I finished writing the previous sentence a bee flew
humming past my ear. Am I to believe that this event too has
been predetermined from all eternity and by some unknown laws
governing the universe? To accept this would Iook more like
indulging in whimsical speculation than relying on scientifically
verifiable assertions.

But even if we accept the law of causality as generally true, the
argument given above is not conclusive. We may assume that
cvery event has a cause, and nothing happens by chance, yet the
chain of causes produci.ng a future event, though infinite, does
not reach the present moment. This can be explained by a mathe-
matical analogy. Let us denote the present moment by o, the
moment of the future event by r, and the moments of its cansei
by fractions greater than |. As there exists no smallest fraction
grcater than !, every event has a cause in an earlier event, but
thc whole chain of these causes and effects has a limit at the
moment |, later than o.

Wc may therefore assume that the Aristotelian sea-fight of
tomorrow, though it will have a cause which itselfwill have cause
tncl so on, does not have a cause today. Similarly we may assume
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that nothing exists today which would Prevent there being a sea-
fight tomorrow. If truth consists in the conformity of thought to
reality, we may say that those propositions are true today which
conform with today's reality or with future reality in so far as that
is predetermined by causes existing today. As the sea-fight of
tomorrow is not real today, and its future existence or non-
existence has no real cause today, the proposition 'There will be
a sea-fight tomorrow'is today neither true nor false. We can only
say: 'There may be a sea-fight tomorrow' and 'There may not
be a sea-fight tomorrow'. Tomorrow's sea-fight is a contingent
ev€nt, and if there are such events, determinism is refuted.

INDEX
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functorial propositions, have no subject or predicates, p. r32.
functors, of syllogistic, 77; modal, r34; variable, introduced into propositional

logic by Ledniewski, p. r6r; the meaning of the simplest expression with a
variable functor of one propositional argument, pp. 16l-2.

Galen, divided compound syllogisms of four terms into four figures, pp. 3B-4o.
Gerhardt ,  p.  t5r ,  n.  3.
Gohlke, P., his hypothesis concerning the composition of the Prior Analytics, p.

r33, n.  r .

Il, sign of alternation, 'either-or', its definition, p. r64; its E-definition, p. 165.
Hermintu, modiFes the Aristotelian definition of thc major term, p.3r, n.3; mis-

understands rcjection, p. 70, n. r.
homogeneous term, required by the syllogistic, p. 7,
ritr1, matter of the syllogism as opposed to its form, p. r4.
iroBdilew, term used by Philoponus for substitution, p, B.
hypothetical syllogism, law oll known to Aristotle, p.49, n.4; formulated, p.5r;

in symbols, p. 79.

1, constant functor, 6g2ns '566s-is'or 'belongs to some', pp. r4,77.
Iaa, law of identity, axiom, p. BB.
Iab, means 'some a is 6' or 'D belongs to some a' , p, 77.
identity, Iaws of, syllogistic Aaa and laa, p. 88; propositional, p. 48; principle otl

p. t 49 ; apodeictic principle of r {g ; axioms of the theory of, p. r49; the law otl
analytic, p. r4g; the law of, used by Aristotle in a demonstration, p. r49, n. z.

imnrediate premiss, d.peoos np6raots, without a middle term betrveen its subject
and predicate, p. 44.

impcrfect syllogisms, moods of the second and third 6gure, p. 43.
i r r rpf icat ion, ' i f  p,  then C' ,p.78; def ined as t ruth funct ion by Phi lo of  Megara,

pp. 83, I46, I 58 ; its relation to the corresponding rule of inference, p. 22.
i rnportat ion,  law ol ,  pp.  B6, lBl .
irrrfclirrite Jrrcmiss, pp. 4-5i treated as particular, p. 5, nn. r-2.
itrrferrrrrnstr:rlrle propositions, dvan66e*roq p. 49.
i t r r lerrrorrr t r r r l r lc  syl logisms of  the Stoics,  f i rst ,  p.  l9;  second and third,  p.58.
rrr,le prrrrlr.rrr r., prrxrli r:f independence of the axioms of syllogistic, pp. B9-go.
rrrrxIr  tnrrr ,  r , l  Ar istotc l ian l i l rmulat ions,  p.  t8,  n.  r .
I t t l r t r r r r  r ,  r rot  ; r  ; l roJxrsi l i ( )n,  p.  2t .
r r luulr ly t r r , rny-v;r l r r<r l  rnoclal  system, p.  rBo.
i l r l r t  ptr l i r l ton rrrr i ; r l r lcs,  Jr .  t  7O.

lo l r rn" l  l ln l r r r ,  ; r ,  . l ( r r  n l .

A,  r rgr t  o l  r  orr i r r r r r  t iorr  ' ; rnr l ' ,  p.  7t | ;  i ts  f<rur-valued matr ix,  r75.

definitiorx, two ways of defining functors, p, B r ; in the principia Mathcmatica, pp.
r 63-4 ; in Le3niewski's system, p. r 64r-in the C_,1r'_07-system , ,64_6 . 

';; 
;i,

6-definitions.
De Morgan, A., p. r97, n. 3.
der ivat ional  I ine,  p.  Br.
detachment, rule of, modus ponens of ahe Stoics. p. 16,
determinism, refutarion oll pp. zo7-8.
D-expressions, the method ofverifying, p. r63.
dictum de omni et nullo, not a principle of Jyllogistic, p. 46; not formulated by

Aristotle, p. 47.
Dimaris, thesis, p. gz; proved by Aristotle, p. 26 n.
Disamis, thesis, p. gz; formulated byAristotie with transposed premisses, p.7 n.i

^. 
_ 

p:.".9 by him by conversion of the conclusion of Darii, pp. Sz_SS.uurr scorus, Iaw or principle ol, pp. Bo, t37, 16z, 165; tis pii"ciptc is not a
tautology, p. r65.

6uvat6v, possible, p. 134.

.E, constant functor, means ,no-is' or ,belongs to no,, pp. t4, 77.Eab, means 'no a is 6, or ,6 belongs to no o',-p. 77.
ecthesis, explained by existential quanrifiers; p. 6i; p.oof. by ecthesis, pp. 59_67;perceptual character ascribed to them by Alexander, pp. 6o, ,r. g,'eg, 

"il, 
,_'gi

67,  n.  r .

.Elqclopaedia Britannica, r r th edition, on logic of the Stoics, p. 49.d,v6(xeo0ar, its ambiguous use in Aristotle, i. ,gr, ,rn. *_4,
iv\ey6pevov, contingent, p, r34, sec contingency.

:::1::t.l"t,:{ 
E1b ayd NI1b, p. BB ; ditreint irom deductive equivalence, p. r r o.

,bucud, employs the law of Clavius, p. 5o.
Pul tT*, ,Po.38, 

n.4,  
. r .33. ,  I52,  ,7z,  rda n. ,  r85,  rB7, r9r,  r93,2oo, n.  r .

Durerran dragrars, apphed to a non_Aristotclian system ofsyllogistic, p. gg; to the
problem ofundecidable expressions, p. ror.

existent ia lquant i f iers,-explained, pp.6r,-g4; rules ol l  p.6z;  used in prooG by
ccthesis, pp. 6r-66.

cx mcrc ncgatiais nihil sequitur, not generally true, p. l03; connected with Slupecki,s
rule ofrejection, p. r03.

exportarion, law of, pp. 86, 89, rBz.
exposition, see ecthesis.
expression,significan! p. Bo; elementary, p. r03; simple, p. ro3.
extensiona.lity, laws of for modal functors, bp. ,-SS, ,,n. ,_3, r39, r43, t47; general

law ol p. tgg; M-law o[ proved by Aiistotie and Uy"af."*^"a.i, piri.'rf,"1.-

fac.tor, principle of the, pp. 52-53.
.r elapton,.thesis, p. 93 ; formulated by Aristotle with transposed premisses, p. g, n. 4.Ferison, thesis, p. 93.

{esa.no, 
thesis, p. 93; proved by Aristotle, p. 25, n. 2.

Fest ino,  thesis,  p.93; proved by Ar istor le,  ; .5; ;" .  i - .
figures of the syllogism, division into figures'ha-s a practical aim, p. z3; description

of the three Aristotelian figures, p. 23, n. r j position of the middle term inpremisses principle of division into fig-ures, p. 
"3, ". 

z; Maier,s opinion criti-
cized, pp. 3G-38.

form, of the. Aristotelian syllogism, pp. r-g; of thought, p. rz; of syllogism as
opposed to its matter, p. r41 consists olnumber ind dirposiiio' or.,rl.i"utl.

_ and of logical constants, p. 14.
formalism, pp. r5-r6.
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Kalbfleisch, K., P. 38.
Kant,  I . ,  p.  l3z.
Kapp, E.,p.  t ,  n.  r l  cr i t ic izes Prant l ,  p.3,  n.6.

Keynes,J. N., on singular propositions, P. 5, n. 3i o-n the major and minor term,
' 

p. g6 n. ; on reduction of syllogisms to the first 6gure, p' 44i on dictum de omni

ct nullo, P. 47.
Kochalsky, p. 59, n. I.
fpa, conjunitioi, 

-.uttt 
'p and q', P. 78; its definition by C and ff' P' Bt ; defined

as truth function, P. 83'

Z, constant functor, means'it is necessary that', P. I34; its matrix in the four-

Ar istot lebutnotstatedexpl ic i t ly ,p.r4g, n 'z; i tsanalyt iccharacter,p '  I491

of .double contingency'' p' I78; of contradiction and excluded middle for

X-contingency'and f-contingency, p. 176' , -
Leibniz, C. W., tti. arithmetical interpretation of the syllogistic, pp' I z6-9 ; quotes

a formulation of the principle of necessity, p' r 5 r '
Leiniewski, S., a thesis of his prbtothctic, p. I 56 ; introduces variable functors into

proporitiorral logic, p. Ibr; his rule for,verifying expressions.with 
-variable

ir,niao., of prop6sitional arguments, p' I63; his method of writing definitions,

P. 2o5 n.
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does not understand the implication 'if not-p, then p', p. 50; accepts AIex-

ander's interpretation of proofs by ecthesis, p. 6o, n.4; does not understand
proofs ofrejection, p. 68.

majoi term, predicate of the conclusion, p. 3z ; wrongly dehned by Aristode, p. zB,

n. l; Aristotle's definition modified by Herminus, P. 3I, n. 3; Alexander's

opinion on this subject untenable, pP. 3t-32; classical definition given by
Philoponus, p. 32, n. 2.

material implication, defined by Philo of Megara, pp. t46-7.
matrix, two-valued, for C--lf7-system, p. r 58 ; four-valued, for same' p. t 6o I two-

valued, for the four functors ofone argument, p. r63; four-valued, adequate,

for C, N, M, L, p. r 68 ; four-valued., for W, p. r 7z ; four-valued, for K, p', 7 5 ;
four-valued, for X and T, p. t76; eight-valued, for C, N, M, P- ,79.

matrix method, explained, pp. I58-6o; known to Lukasiewicz through Peirce and

Schrtider, p. r66; method of 'multiplying' matrices explained, pp. I5gF6o'
Meredith, C. A., on number of figures and moods for n terms, P' 42 ; on extended

systems ofthe propositional calculus, pP. t6o' I62 n'
middle term, wrongly defined by Aristotle for the first figure, p. 28, n. r ; rightly

defined for all figures, p. 29 n'
minor term, subject of the conclusion, p. 3a; wrongly defined by Aristode, p. e8'

n. z 1 classical definition given by Philoponus, p. 32, n. 2.
M-law of extensionality, stronger, enables us to establish the theory of syllogisms

with possible premisses, p. rgz.
modal functions, p. rZ+.
modal firnctors, p. I 34 ; different from any of the four functors of the two-valued

calculus, p. I66; alt combinations of, reducible to four ineducible combina'
trons, p. I79.

modal logic, of propositions, presupposed by any modal logic of terms, p. 133 ; its
fundamental formulae, pp. t34-5; two scholastic principles of, pp. 135-6;
basic, p. I37; four-valued system ol, developed, pp. 166-9; three-valued
system oq unsatisfactory, pp. 166n., 167; eight-valued system of, outlined,
p. r79; infinitely many-valued system oll p. I8o'

modal syllogistic, less important than assertoric syllogistic, p. r8r; contains mis-
takes, p. r33; should be rebuilt, p. eoI.

modus ponens, frrst indemonstrable of the Stoics, p. r 9; rule of detachment' pp. I6, 8I.
moods, with two apodeicticpremisses, pp. tBI-3; with one apodeictic and one

assertoric premiss, pp, 183-6; with possible premisses, neglected in favour of
moods with contingent premisses, P. r9l ; with one problematic and one
apodeictic premiss, yielding apodeictic conclusions, p' t93; with contingent
premisses, not likely to find a useful application, p. eot ; with problematic
premisses, a method of correcting them, p. zo4; obtained by complementary
conversion, must be rejected.

Mutsc*rmann, p. 5g, n. t.

.rtf, sign of ncgation 'it is not true that'or 'not', p. 78.
ne( cisilry connexions, of propositions, pp. I43-6 ; of terms, r4B-9.
rrcrcsity, its relation to possibility expressed symbolically, p. I35; simple and

r orxl i t iorral ,  pp.  r44, n.  t ,  t5r-2;  hypothet ical ,  p,  l5z;  Ar istot le 's pr inciple of ,
pl,. rr,l 4; prirrciplc of, interpreted as rule, pp. I5z-3; Aristotle's views on,
rlirrrrtrorn l'rrr plrilosophy, p. 2o5; Jz syllogistic necessity,

rregnt iorr ,  prolxrr i t ion:r l ,  t l t :noted by oJX, iby the Stoics,  p.78, n.  r .
ncgnt ivr  ter  r r i ,  cx i  hrr lcr l  by Ar istot le f rom syl logist ic,  p.  72.
rrrrrrr l rcr  , l  ry lkrgir t i t '  l i r r lns : rnd val id moods, p.  96.
rrrrrrrllcr ol rrrrrlct irlrrlrlc cxllrcssions, infinite without Slupecki's rule, p. ro3.
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number ofvalid moods and figures for n terrns, p. 42.

O, constant functor, means 'some-is not' or 'does not belong to some', PP. r41 77.
Oab, rneans'some d is not b' or 'D does not belong to some 4', P. 77.
Ockham, his laws, p. Ig7, n. 3.
order ofpremiss$, pp. 32-34; not fixed by Aristotle, pp'32-34.

oriXi, propositional negation of the Stoics, p. 78' n' I.

Oxford Translation of Aristotle's works, p. vii.

particular, premiss, p. 4; quantifier, sec quantifiers.
Peano, G., p. 52.
peiorem sequitur semper conclusio parlem' Pp. lB4, lg3.
Peirce, C. S., invented a method of verifying theses of the theory of deduction,

pp.8z,  I66.
perfect syllogisms, moods of the first figure' pp. 43-45.
Peripatetics, a syllogism used by them, p. r ; on relation of Iogic to philosophy,

p,  I3 n. ;  not  formal ists,  P.  16.
Philo of Megara, defined implication as truth function, pP.83 n., I46-7' t58'
Philoponus,John, on importance ofvariables, P'B' n. 3; uses rlzopritr)erv to denote

substitution, p. 8; his definition of the major and the minor term, p. 32, n. 2;
the second figr:re has a major and minor term by convention, P. 32, n. 3.

Plato, his supposed influence on Aristotle's logic, pp. 6, eo5; examples of compound
syllogisms, p. 4o.

Platonists, on relation oflogic to philosophy, p. I3.
possibility, its relation to necessity expressed symbolically, p. I35; in the four-

valued system of modal logic, represented by'twin'functors, pp. t67, t7z;
their four-valued matriccs, p. r72; their use for defining contingency, pp.
r 75-6.

Prantl, C., criticized by Kapp, p.3, n.6; does not distinguish the Aristotelian
syllogism from the traditional, pp. 22, 35; his mistaken opinion on the fourth
figure, p. 35, nn. I, 3 ; his ignorance of logic, pp. 35-36 ; quotes Averroes, p. 38.

predicate, together with subject matter of the syllogism, p. I4; put by Aristotle in
the first place in abstract syllogisms, p. 3; predicate of conclusion : major
tefm, p. 3z; prejudice that every proposition has a subject and a predicate,

P' l3I '
premiss, defined by Aristotle, p. 3; divided by him into universal, particular, and

indefinite, p. 4.
primitive terms, of the syllogistic, p. 45.
Principia Mathenatica, by A. N. Whitehead and B. Russell, pp. 48, 50, n. 2, 5I, n. 2)

52, n,  I ,56,  n.  z,6I  n. ,  163, 165.
principle, of division of syllogisms into figures, p. z3 ; of identity, apodeictic, must

be rejected, p. rgo; of tautology, p. 165.
Pr ior ,  A.  N.,  p.  r7r  n.
proof, Aristotle's theory of prbof unsatisfactory, p. 44; Proofs of syllogistic moods

by conversion, pp. 5r-54; by reductio adinpossibilc, pp. 54-59; by ecthesis, pp.

59-67; how proofs should be performed by reductio adimpossibile, p.56; proof
ofdecision for the theory ofdeduction, pp. I I z-r8 ; for the syllogistic, pp. I zo-
6 ; of IJaw of extensionality, p. r 39 ; proof of CNLNpMq, pp. I 4r-z ; proof of
Cpp in the C--iV-6-1-system, pp. 16z-3; proof that no apodeictic proposi-
tion is true, pp. r6917o; proofofmoods with one apodeictic and one assertoric
premiss, pp. t8B-9.

proposition, np|raoc ofthe Peripatetics, p. 3; d.{iupa of the Stoics, p. Bz n.;
Alexander on the difference of categorical and hlpothetical propositions,
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p. rg2 n.; functorial propositions havc no subjects or predicates, p. r32;
apodeictic, p. r34; problematic,p. rZ4; assertoric, p. r34; analytic, definition
and examples ol; p. r49.

propositional function, pp, 94-95.

Q, sign of equivalence, p. lo8; means 'if and gnly if', is employed instead of the
usual '.8', p. r35, n. 5.

quantified expressions, explained, p. 84.
quantifiers, universal denoted by I/, existential or particular denoted by J, p. B+;

rules ofexistential quantifiers, p.6z; rules ofuniversal quantifiers, p. 86;
universal quantifiers correspond to the syllogistic necessity, pp. ll, 87;
existential quantifiers may explain proofs by ccthesis, pp. 6r-66; universal
quantifiers may be omitted at the head of an asserted formula, p. r45.

Quine, W. V., on consequences of the apodeictic principle of identity, p. r50 n.,
his example of the difficulty resulting from the application of modal logic to
the theory of identity, p. r 7 r ; solution of the difficulty, pp. r 7 r-2,

Rd rule allowing to replace NI by E and, conversely, p. 88.
nduclio ad absurdum, see reductio ad impossibile.
rcductio ad impossibilc, characterized by Aristotle, p. 55 n.; proofs by, pp. 54-59;

unsatisfactory for Baroco and Bocardo, pp. 54-55, rBz.
reduction of a:tioms to a minimum, has a predecessor in Aristode, p. 45.
reduction of syllogistical moods to the first figure, means proof, p. 44; Keynes's

opinion criticized, p. 44.
reduction to elementary expressions, in the theory ofdeduction, pp. r r r-r5; in the

syllogistic, pp. r rB-zo.
rejected expressions, denoted by an asterisk, pp. 96, 136.
rejection, used by Aristotle by exemplification through concrete terrns, p. 67, n, z;

a rule of rejection stated by him, p. 70, n. e ; its meaning explained, p. 96; its
rules, pp. 7r-j2, 961' how these rules work, pp. 96-97; reasons for its intro-
duction into the theory ofdeduction, p. ro9.

RO, rule allowing to replace NA by O and conversely, p. 88.
Ross, Sir David, pp. vii, viii, 8, n. t, 24n., 46, n. r, 41, n. 2, r54, nn. r-2, rB5,

n.  5,  r9r ,  n.  r ,  r95,  n.  2,  2o3, n:  2,  2o4 n.
R.9, Slupecki's rule of rejection, p. r04.
rule, 'c, therefore it is necessary that c', acceptcd by some modern logicians, p. I 53.
rule for the verification of8-expressions, p. r63.
rule of detachment-modus poncns of the Stoics, pp. 16, 19, Br,
rule ofSlupecki, formulated, pp. 75, r03; explained, p. lo4; employed, pp. ro5-6.
rule ofsubstitution for variable firnctors, explained, pp. r6r-2.
rulcs of infererre, different from propositions, p. 2r I for asserted expressions: by

substitution, pp. 8o, 88; by detachment, pp. Br, BB; for rejected expressions:
by substitution, pp. 72t 96; by detachment, pp. 7r, 96.

l{rrssr:ll, l}., p. r, n. r; wrongly criticizes Aristotle, p. r, n. 3; see also Principia
Mathunatica.

Sr lrolz, l l., p. ix; on Galcn's authorship of the fourth figure, p. 39.
Sr l r l i i r l r r ,  l , ) . ,  p.  r66.
rc:r f  ig l r l ,  l ) l ) .  r r )2,  155r,  r75,  r78,207-8.
Sextrrs lirrrpirit:us, (luotcs a Peripatetic syllogism, p. r, n. 2; gives the Stoic proof of

tlrr < orrr;xrrrrrrl law of transposition, p. 59, n. r ; guotes Philo's definition of
i rnpl ic:r t ion,  p.  l i3 n.

Sicrpir lski ,  W.,  p.  l r5.
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significant expression, defined inductively, p. Bo.
simple expressions of t}re syllogistic, rejected, pp. r2o-t.
simplification, law of, p. 89.
singular terms, defined by Aristotle, p. 4, n. z; why omitted in his syllogistic,

PP. 5-7.
Slupecki,J., proves that the number ofundecidable expressions ofthe syllogistic is

infinite, p. I o r ; states a new rule of rejection, p. I o3 ; shows that the Leibniz-
ian arithmetical interpretation ofthe syllogistic verifies his rule, p. rzB n.; his
paper quoted, p. 76 n.

Solmsen, Fr., his view on conversion ofthe conclusion refuted, p. 25, n. t.
square of opposition, not mentioned in the Anal2tics, pP. 20, 45.
Stoics, on exchange of equivalent terms in syllogisms, pp. I8, l9 n.; their logic

formalistic, p. rg; their logic a iogic of propositions, pp. 48, zo5; a system of
rules of inference, p, 48; misunderstood by modcrn commentators' p. 49;
denote variables by ordinal numbers, p. 58, n. 4; use oJTi as propositional
n€ation, p. 28, n. r ; adopt Philo's definition of implication, p. 83; state the
principle of bivalence, p. 8z n. ; modus ponerc, the first indemonstrable syllo-
gism of the Stoics, p. Ig; the second and third indemonstrable syllogisms,
p. 58; their proof of the compound law of transposition; the logic of the
Stoic-Megaric school well known to Alexander, p. I47.

otoqetc, letters, variables, p. B.
strict implication, p. r47.
subject, together with predicate matter of the syllogism, p. t4; put by Aristotle in

the second place in abstract syllogisms, p. 3; subject cif the conchsion:
minor term, p. 3z; propositions without subject or predicate, pP.44, r3r.

substitution, an ancient argument by substitution, p. r o ; term used for substitution
by Philoponus, p. 8, n. 3 ; rule of substitution for asserted expressions, p. 8o;
for rejected expressions, pp. 72, 96; for E-expressions, pp. 16l-2.

substitution-variables, distinct from interpretation-variables' p. l70.
syllogism, a Peripatetic, p. r ; in concrete terms given by Aristotle, p. z ; form of the

Aristotelian syllogism, pp. I-3; different from the traditional logically and in
style, p. 3; differently formulated in variables and in concrete terms, P. t7;
compared by the Stoics with an arithmetical law, p' I5; in purely implica-
tional{orm, pp. zz, l8c; in symbolic form, p. 78; modal syllogisms dealt with
by Aristotle after the pattern of his assertoric syllogisms, p. lBI.

syllogistic necessity, its sign sometimes omitted by Aristotle, P. Io, n.5; its meaning
explained on occasion of the invalid conversion of the O'premiss, p. r r ;
wrongly explained by Maier, pp. II-I2l corresponds to a universal quanti-
fier, p. r r ; proof of this correspondence in symbolic form, pp. 86J7 ; can be
eliminated from syllogistic laws, pp. t44-5.

symbolic notation, without brackets, pp. 78-79.
synthetic theorem, ascribed by Alexander to Aristotle, p. 65 n.; in symbolic

form, p. 85.

f, constant functor, means 'it is contingent that', p. 154; not suitable for the pur-
pose ofinterpreting contingency in Aristotle's 6ense' p. 199.

Tarski, A., pp. 78, n. 2, ro7 a.
tautology, principle of, p. 165.
term, part of a premiss, p. 3; universal, singular, empty' P' 4; different from

Begri.f,p.3, n. 6; a division of terms, pp. 5-6; syllogistic requires homogeneous
terms, p. 7; major, minor, and middle term, pp. 2B-3o'

Tluodicee, by Leibniz, p. I5r.
Theophrastus, adds the moods of the fourth figure to the first, pp. 27, n. 2, 38, n. 4 i
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probably defined the first figure differently from Aristotle, p. z7; makes
conections to Aristotle's modal syllogistic, p. r 33 i on the meaning of necessity,
p, r5r, n. z1 makes explicit the distinction between simple and conditional
necessity, pp, r5I-2; his doctrine concerning moods with mixed premisses,
pp. I84 n., I85, IB7-8, rgr ;his peiorem rule violated by a modal mood, p. r93;
accepts theconvertibilityofuniversally-negative contingent propositions, p. zoo,
nn. I-4.

theorem of reduction, proved for the theory of deduction, pp. I I l-r5; for syllo-
gistic, pp. r r8-zo.

theory ofdeduction, the most elementary part ofthe logic ofpropositions, pp. 49,
7gr83; invented by the Stoics as a system ofrules ofinference, p. 48; founded
in modern times by Frege, p. 48; placed at the head of mathematics in Prin-
cipia Mathematica, p. 48 I reasons for introducing rejection into this theory, p. I o9.

theory of identity, axioms of, p. r49; difficulties resulting from the application of
modal logic to the theory ofidentity explained, pp. r70-r.

theory of probability, may have a link with modal logics, p. rBo.
therefore, sign of inference, pp. 2, 2I.
Oiors, order ofterms adopted by Aristotle for the three figures, p.33, nn. 3-5.
thesis, true proposition of a deductive system, p. zo; different from a rule of in-

ference, p. zr; relation ofan implicational thesis to the corresponding rule of
inference, p. ez.

Thomas, Ivo,  O.P.,  p.  r4g,  n.  2.
traditional syllogism, a rule of inference, pp. 2 r -23 ; different from the Aristotelian,

p. zr; neither true nor false, only valid or invalid, p. zt; weaker than the
Aristotelian syllogism, pp. 22-29.

transposition, law of, known to Aristotle, p.49, n.3; its symbolic form, p. Bg;
compound law of transposition, proved by the Stoics, p. 59, n. I.

Trendelenburg, F. A., does not distinguish the Aristotelian syllogism from the
tradi t ional ,  p.22; on the order of  premisses, p.33, n,2;  on the pr inciple of
division of syllogisms into figures, p. 36.

twin contingencies, p. t76.
twin necessities, p. r7+,
twin possibilities, explained, pp. r72-4.

Ueberweg, Fr., pp. 36, 39.
undecidable expressions, p. rclo; infinite in number, p. ro3.
universal premiss, p. 4.
universal term, p. 4.
unumquodque, quando cst, oporlet csse, a principle of necessity, p, I5t.
ulraque si praemissa neget nil inde sequctur, connected with Slupecki's rule of rejection,

p.ro3'

V:r i lat i ,  C.,  p.  50,  n.  4.
v;r l i r l i ty ,  propcrty of inferences and rules of inference, p.  zI .
vurinlrlr.s, intrtxlucecl into logic by Aristotle, pp. 7-B; truth of syllogisms does not

r leperrr l  orr  shap<'ofvar iables,  p.  g,  n.  z;  ident i f icat ion ofvar iables not known
to Ar istot l r ' ,  p.  ry;  their  extensional  re lat ions cannot be determined, p.  29.

vct i l i r , r t iotr  o l  ; i - rx l ) rcssi()ns,  explained, p.  I63.
utrum vqnitur arl '1uillihl, p. r79.
vorr  Wriglr t ,  ( l  l l , ,  l ) .  I . )1 l l .

l / ,  r  orr : t . i l r t  l i r r r r  t r r r ,  i ts  l l r r r -v;r l r rcr l  matr ix,  p.  r7e;  i ts relat ion to i ts twin functor
I l ,  pp,  r  72 . l  i  r l$ r , r lc  i r r  t lc l in ing cont ingency, pp. t75-6.
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iil,.,,*., p. vii; docs *, .igJl?1lr,t:"* sv'es1sm-rro1 the tradi-
tional, p. ze ; a to<tuai criticisi, p' 24 n' ; censuretr Apuleius for changing the

order of Premisse, P. 33' n' l'

Wallies, M., P. 39.
i{nit.tt."a,-4. fi-,, see Prircifu Matlunatica'

x.constantfunctorr i tsfour-valuedmatrixrp.IT6;i tsMefinit ion'p'r75;i ts-' -i.r.tio" 
to ia twin functor f ocplaincd' PP' 175-7'

f-constantf irnctor, i tsfour-valuedmatrix 'P'q') i ts&definit ion'p'r75' i ts-' -*r"ti"" 
t iu trrin functor x ocplained' pp' t75-7'

Zcl lcr. ,E. 'P.49.


